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Abstract
We consider a generalization of the classical Laplace operator, which includes the Laplace–
Dunkl operator defined in terms of the differential-difference operators associated with finite
reflection groups called Dunkl operators. For this Laplace-like operator, we determine a set
of symmetries commuting with it, which are generalized angular momentum operators, and
we present the algebraic relations for the symmetry algebra. In this context, the generalized
Dirac operator is then defined as a square root of our Laplace-like operator. We explicitly
determine a family of graded operators which commute or anticommute with our Dirac-like
operator depending on their degree. The algebra generated by these symmetry operators is
shown to be a generalization of the standard angular momentum algebra and the recently
defined higher rank Bannai–Ito algebra.
Keywords: Laplace operator; Dirac operator; Dunkl operator; Symmetry algebra; Bannai–Ito
algebra
1 Introduction
The study of solutions of the Laplace equation or of the Dirac equation, in any context or set-
ting, is a major topic of investigation. For that purpose, a crucial role is played by the symme-
tries of the Laplace operator ∆ or of the Dirac operator D, i.e., operators commuting with ∆ or
(anti)commuting with D. The symmetries involved and the algebras they generate lead to topics
such as separation of variables and special functions. Without claiming completeness, we refer the
reader to [2, 3, 5, 6, 12,20].
For this paper, the context we have in mind is that of Dunkl derivatives [11, 25], i.e., where
the ordinary derivative ∂∂xi is replaced by a Dunkl derivative Di in the expression of the Laplace
or Dirac operator. One often refers to these operators as the Laplace–Dunkl and the Dirac–Dunkl
operator. The chief purpose of this paper is to determine the symmetries of the Laplace–Dunkl
operator and of the Dirac–Dunkl operator, and moreover study the algebra generated by these
symmetries.
In the process of this investigation, it occurred to us that it is advantageous to treat this problem
in a more general context, which we shall describe here in the introduction. For this purpose, let
us first turn to a standard topic in quantum mechanics: the description of the N -dimensional
(isotropic) harmonic oscillator. The Hamiltonian Hˆ of this oscillator (with the common convention
m = ω = ~ = 1 for mass, frequency and the reduced Planck constant) is given by
Hˆ =
1
2
N∑
j=1
pˆ2j +
1
2
N∑
j=1
xˆ2j . (1.1)
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In canonical quantum mechanics, the coordinate operators xˆj and momentum operators pˆj are
required to be (essentially self-adjoint) operators satisfying the canonical commutation relations
[xˆi, xˆj ] = 0, [pˆi, pˆj ] = 0, [xˆi, pˆj ] = iδij . (1.2)
So in the “coordinate representation,” where xˆj is represented by multiplication with the variable
xj, the operator pˆj is represented by pˆj = −i ∂∂xj .
Because the canonical commutation relations are sometimes considered as “unphysical” or “im-
posed without a physical motivation,” more fundamental ways of quantization have been the topic
of various research fields (such as geometrical quantization). One of the pioneers of a more fun-
damental quantization procedure was Wigner, who introduced a method that later became known
as “Wigner quantization” [22,23,26,28,29]. Briefly said, in Wigner quantization one preserves all
axioms of quantum mechanics, except that the canonical commutation relations are replaced by
a more fundamental principle: the compatibility of the (classical) Hamilton equations with the
Heisenberg equations of motion. Concretely, these compatibility conditions read
[Hˆ, xˆj ] = −ipˆj, [Hˆ, pˆj ] = ixˆj (j = 1, . . . , N). (1.3)
Thus, for the quantum oscillator, one keeps the Hamiltonian (1.1), but replaces relations (1.2)
by (1.3). When the canonical commutation relations (1.2) hold, the compatibility relations (1.3)
are automatically valid (this is a version of the Ehrenfest theorem), but not vice versa. Hence,
Wigner quantization is a generalization of canonical quantization, and canonical quantization is
just one possible solution of Wigner quantization. Note that in Wigner quantization the coordinate
operators xˆj (and the momentum operators) in general do not commute, so this is of particular
significance in the field of non-commutative quantum mechanics.
In a mathematical context, as in this paper, one usually replaces the physical momentum
operator components pˆj by operators pj = ipˆj, and one also denotes the coordinate operators xˆj
by xj . Then the operator Hˆ takes the form
H = −1
2
N∑
j=1
p2j +
1
2
N∑
j=1
x2j . (1.4)
So in the canonical case, where xj stands for multiplication by the variable xj, pj is just the
derivative ∂∂xj , and the first term of H is (up to a factor −1/2) equal to the Laplace operator∑N
j=1 p
2
j =
∑N
j=1
∂2
∂x2j
= ∆. In the more general case, the compatibility conditions (1.3) read
[H,xj ] = −pj, [H, pj ] = −xj (j = 1, . . . , N). (1.5)
We are now in a position to describe our problem in a general framework:
Given N commuting operators x1, . . . , xN and N commuting operators p1, . . . , pN , con-
sider the operator H = −1
2
N∑
j=1
p2j +
1
2
N∑
j=1
x2j , and suppose that the compatibility con-
ditions (1.5) hold. Classify the symmetries of the generalized Laplace operator, i.e.,
classify the operators that commute with
∑N
j=1 p
2
j .
In other words, we are given N operators x1, . . . , xN and N operators p1, . . . , pN that satisfy
[xi, xj] = 0, [pi, pj] = 0, (1.6)[
1
2
N∑
i=1
p2i , xj
]
= pj ,
[
1
2
N∑
i=1
x2i , pj
]
= −xj. (1.7)
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Under these conditions, the first problem is: determine the operators that commute with the
generalized Laplace operator
∆ =
N∑
i=1
p2i . (1.8)
Our two major examples of systems satisfying (1.6) and (1.7) are the “canonical case” and the
“Dunkl case.” Another example, which we will not handle in detail, can be found in the context
of discrete counterparts of the Laplacian [10].
For the first example, xi is just the multiplication by the variable xi, and pi is the derivative
with respect to xi: pi =
∂
∂xi
. Clearly, these operators satisfy (1.6) and (1.7), and the operator ∆
in (1.8) coincides with the classical Laplace operator.
For the second example, xi is again the multiplication by the variable xi, but pi is the Dunkl
derivative pi = Di, which is a certain differential-difference operator with an underlying reflection
group determined by a root system (a precise definition follows later in this paper). Conditions
(1.6) still hold: the commutativity of the operators xi is trivial, but the commutativity of the
operators pi is far from trivial [11, 13]. Following [11], also the conditions (1.7) are valid in the
Dunkl case. The operator ∆ in (1.8) now takes the form
∑N
i=1D2i and is known as the Dunkl
Laplacian or the Laplace–Dunkl operator. By the way, it is no surprise that the operators xi and
Dj do not satisfy the canonical commutation relations. It is, however, very surprising that they
satisfy the more general Wigner quantization relations (for a Hamiltonian of oscillator type).
So the solution of the first problem in the general context will in particular lead to the deter-
mination of symmetries of the Laplace–Dunkl operator.
Since we are dealing with these operators in an algebraic context, it is worthwhile to move to
a closely related operator, the Dirac operator. For this purpose, consider a set of N generators of
a Clifford algebra, i.e., N elements ei satisfying
{ei, ej} = ǫ 2δij
where {a, b} = ab + ba denotes the anticommutator and ǫ is +1 or −1. The generators ei are
supposed to commute with the general operators xj and pj. Under the general conditions (1.6) and
(1.7), the second problem is now: determine the operators that commute (or anticommute) with
the generalized Dirac operator
D =
N∑
i=1
eipi. (1.9)
Obviously, this is a refinement of the first problem, since D2 = ǫ∆.
For our two major examples, in the canonical case the operator (1.9) is just the classical Dirac
operator; in the Dunkl case, the operator (1.9) is known as the Dirac–Dunkl operator.
In the present paper, we solve both problems in the general framework (1.6)–(1.7), and even
go beyond it by determining the algebraic relations satisfied by the symmetries. In section 2 we
consider the generalized Laplace operator ∆ and determine all symmetries, i.e., all operators com-
muting with ∆ (Theorem 2.3). Next, in Theorem 2.5 the algebraic relations satisfied by these
symmetries are established. For the generalized Dirac operator D, the determination of the sym-
metries is computationally far more involved. In section 3, Theorem 3.7 classifies essentially all
operators that commute or anticommute with D. In the following subsections, we derive the
quadratic relations satisfied by the symmetries of the Dirac operator. The computations of these
relations are very intricate, and involve subtle techniques. Fortunately, there is a case to compare
with. For the Dunkl case, in which the underlying reflection group is the simplest possible example
(namely ZN2 ), the symmetries and their algebraic relations have been determined in [5, 6] and give
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rise to the so-called (higher rank) Bannai–Ito algebra. Our results can be considered as an exten-
sion of these relations to an arbitrary underlying reflection group, in fact in an even more general
context.
2 Symmetries of Laplace operators
We start by formally describing the operator algebra that will contain the desired symmetries of a
generalized Laplace operator (1.8), as brought up in the introduction.
Definition 2.1. We define the algebra A to be the unital (over the field R or C) associative algebra
generated by the 2N elements x1, . . . , xN and p1, . . . , pN subject to the following relations:
[xi, xj] = 0, [pi, pj] = 0,[
1
2
N∑
i=1
p2i , xj
]
= pj ,
[
1
2
N∑
i=1
x2i , pj
]
= −xj.
Note that an immediate consequence of the relations of A is
[xi, pj ] = [xi,−[H,xj ]] = −[[xi,H], xj ] = −[pi, xj ] = [xj , pi],
where H is given by (1.4). This reciprocity
[xi, pj ] = [xj , pi] (2.1)
will be useful for many ensuing calculations, starting with the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. The algebra A contains a copy of the Lie algebra sl(2) generated by the elements
|x|2
2
=
1
2
N∑
i=1
x2i , −
∆
2
= −1
2
N∑
i=1
p2i , E =
1
2
N∑
i=1
{pi, xi}, (2.2)
satisfying the relations[
E,
|x|2
2
]
= |x|2,
[
E,−∆
2
]
= ∆,
[ |x|2
2
,−∆
2
]
= E.
Proof. By direct computation we have
1
4
[∆, |x|2] = 1
4
N∑
i=1
[∆, x2i ] =
1
4
N∑
i=1
{[∆, xi], xi} = 1
2
N∑
i=1
{pi, xi}.
Using the commutativity of p1, . . . , pN and relation (2.1), we have
[E,∆] =
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
[{pi, xi}, p2j ] =
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
{
[{pi, xi}, pj ], pj
}
=
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
{(
pi(xipj − pjxi) + (xipj − pjxi)pi
)
, pj
}
=
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
{(
pi(xjpi − pixj) + (xjpi − pixj)pi
)
, pj
}
= − 1
2
N∑
j=1
{[ N∑
i=1
p2i , xj
]
, pj
}
= −
N∑
j=1
{pj , pj} = −2∆.
In the same manner, using now the commutativity of x1, . . . , xN , we find [E, |x|2] = 2|x|2.
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In the spirit of Howe duality [18, 19], our objective is to determine the subalgebra of A which
commutes with the Lie algebra sl(2) realized by ∆ and |x|2 as appearing in Theorem 2.2. As
mentioned in the introduction, the element ∆ corresponds to a generalized version of the Laplace
operator, which reduces to the classical Laplace operator for a specific choice of the elements
p1, . . . , pN . In the (Euclidean) coordinate representation, |x|2 of course represents the norm squared.
2.1 Symmetries
As p1, . . . , pN are commuting operators, by definition they also commute with ∆. However, in
general they are not symmetries of |x|2. An immediate first example of an operator which does
commute with both ∆ and |x|2 is given by the Casimir operator (in the universal enveloping algebra)
of their sl(2) realization
Ω = E2 − 2E− |x|2∆ ∈ U(sl(2)) ⊂ A. (2.3)
Note that this operator is of the same order in both x1, . . . , xN and p1, . . . , pN as it has to commute
with both ∆ and |x|2. More precisely it is of fourth order in the generators of A, being quadratic in
x1, . . . , xN and quadratic in p1, . . . , pN . We now set out to consider the most elementary symmetries,
those which are of second order in the generators of A.
Theorem 2.3. In the algebra A, the elements which are quadratic in the generators x1, . . . , xN
and p1, . . . , pN , and which commute with ∆ and |x|2 are spanned by
Lij = xipj − xjpi, Cij = [pi, xj ] = pixj − xjpi (i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}). (2.4)
Note that when i = j we have Lii = 0, while Cii = [pi, xi] does not necessarily vanish. Moreover,
as Lij = −Lji, every symmetry Lij is up to a sign equal to one of the N(N − 1)/2 symmetries
{Lij | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N}. By relation (2.1), Cij = Cji, and thus, we have N(N + 1)/2 symmetries
{Cij | 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ N}. In total, this gives N2 generically distinct symmetries.
Proof. We first show that Lij and Cij as defined by (2.4) are indeed symmetries of ∆ and |x|2. As
∆ commutes with p1, . . . , pN and using condition (1.7), we have for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , N}
[∆, xipj − xjpi] = xi[∆, pj ] + [∆, xi]pj − xj[∆, pi]− [∆, xj ]pi = 2pipj − 2pjpi = 0.
In the same manner, we have [∆, pixj − xjpi] = 0. The relations for |x|2 follow similarly.
Now, a general element S ∈ A quadratic in the generators x1, . . . , xN and p1, . . . , pN is of the
form
S =
∑
i,j
(aijxipj + bijpixj + cijxixj + dijpipj) ,
where i and j are summed over {1, . . . , N} and aij , bij , cij , dij are scalars. Using relations (1.6) and
(1.7), we have
1
2
[∆, S] =
∑
i,j
(aijpipj + bijpipj + cij(xipj + pixj))
=
∑
i,j
cij(xipj + pixj) +
∑
i
(aii + bii)p
2
i +
∑
i<j
(aij + aji + bij + bji)pipj .
In order for this to vanish, the coefficients must satisfy aii + bii = 0, cij = 0 for all i, j, and
aij + aji+ bij + bji = 0 for i < j (though by symmetry also for i > j, and by the previous case also
for i = j, thus finally for all i, j). The condition [|x|2, S] = 0 yields the additional requirements
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dij = 0 for all i, j. Hence, say cij = 0, dij = 0, aii = −bii, and aji = −aij − bij − bji, then the
symmetry S is of the form
S =
∑
i
bii(pixi − xipi) +
∑
i<j
(aij(xipj − xjpi) + bij(pixj − xjpi) + bji(pjxi − xjpi))
where in the right-hand side we recognize Cii, Lij, Cij and Cji + Lij.
2.2 Symmetry algebra
For the following results, we make explicit use of the symmetry Cij = [pi, xj ] being symmetric in its
two indices, by relation (2.1). This is the case for pi corresponding to classical partial derivatives,
but also for their generalization in the form of Dunkl operators. We will return in detail to these
examples in section 2.3. Another consequence of relation (2.1) pertains to the form of the other
symmetries of Theorem 2.3. By means of xipj − pjxi = xjpi − pixj we readily observe that
Lij = xipj − xjpi = pjxi − pixj . (2.5)
Given these symmetry properties, the symmetries of Theorem 2.3 generate an algebraic structure
within A whose relations we present after the following lemma.
Lemma 2.4. In the algebra A, the symmetries (2.4) satisfy the following relations for all i, j, k ∈
{1, . . . , N}
[Cij , pk] = [Ckj, pi], and [Cij, xk] = [Ckj, xi].
Moreover, we also have
Lijpk + Lkipj + Ljkpi = 0 = pkLij + pjLki + piLjk,
and
xkLij + xjLki + xiLjk = 0 = Lijxk + Lkixj + Ljkxi.
Proof. For the first relation, writing out the commutators in
[
[pk, xj ], pi
]− [[pi, xj ], pk] we find
pkxjpi − xjpkpi − pipkxj + pixjpk − pixjpk + xjpipk + pkpixj − pkxjpi.
We see that all terms cancel due to the mutual commutativity of the operators p1, . . . , pN . The
other relation of the first line follows in the same way.
For the other two relations, the identities follow immediately by choosing the appropriate ex-
pression for Lij of (2.5) and making use of the commutativity of either x1, . . . , xN or p1, . . . , pN .
Theorem 2.5. In the algebra A, the symmetries (2.4) satisfy the following relations for all
i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , N},
[Lij , Lkl] = LilCjk + LjkCil + LkiClj + LljCki (2.6)
= CjkLil + CilLjk + CljLki + CkiLlj,
{Lij , Lkl}+ {Lki, Ljl}+ {Ljk, Lil} = 0 , (2.7)
[Lij , Ckl] + [Lki, Cjl] + [Ljk, Cil] = 0 , (2.8)
and
LijLkl + LkiLjl + LjkLil = LijCkl + LkiCjl + LjkCil . (2.9)
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Proof. We will prove the first line of the first relation, i.e. (2.6), the second line follows in a similar
manner. We have
[xipj − xjpi, xkpl − xlpk] = [xipj, xkpl]− [xipj, xlpk]− [xjpi, xkpl] + [xjpi, xlpk]
= xi[pj, xk]pl + xk[xi, pl]pj − xi[pj , xl]pk − xl[xi, pk]pj
− xj[pi, xk]pl − xk[xj , pl]pi + xj [pi, xl]pk + xl[xj , pk]pi
= xiCjkpl − xkClipj − xiCjlpk + xlCkipj
− xjCikpl + xkCljpi + xjCilpk − xlCkjpi.
Swapping all operators pl with Cjk, we find
[Lij , Lkl] = xiplCjk + xi[Cjk, pl]− xkpjCli − xk[Cli, pj ]− xipkCjl − xi[Cjl, pk]
+ xlpjCki + xl[Cki, pj ]− xjplCik − xj [Cik, pl] + xkpiClj
+ xk[Clj , pi] + xjpkCil + xj [Cil, pk]− xlpiCkj − xl[Ckj , pi]
= xiplCjk − xkpjCli − xipkCjl + xlpjCki − xjplCik + xkpiClj + xjpkCil − xlpiCkj
+ xi
(
[Cjk, pl]− [Cjl, pk]
)
+ xk
(− [Cil, pj ] + [Clj , pi])
− xl
(− [Cki, pj ] + [Ckj, pi])− xj([Cik, pl]− [Cil, pk])
= LilCjk + LjkCil + LkiClj + LljCki,
where we used Cjk = Ckj and Lemma 2.4.
The identities (2.7) and (2.8) follow by making explicit use of both expressions of (2.5) for Lij.
For the left-hand side of (2.7) we have
LijLkl + LklLij + LkiLjl + LjlLki + LjkLil + LilLjk
= (xipj − xjpi)(plxk − pkxl) + (xkpl − xlpk)(pjxi − pixj) + (xkpi − xipk)(plxj − pjxl)
+ (xjpl − xlpj)(pixk − pkxi) + (xjpk − xkpj)(plxi − pixl) + (xipl − xlpi)(pkxj − pjxk),
where one observes that all terms vanish due to the commutativity of p1, . . . , pN .
Working out the commutators, the left-hand side of (2.8) becomes
Lij [pl, xk]− [pl, xk]Lij + Lki[pl, xj ]− [pl, xj ]Lki + Ljk[pl, xi]− [pl, xi]Ljk
= Lijplxk − plxkLij + Lkiplxj − plxjLki + Ljkplxi − plxiLjk
− Lijxkpl + xkplLij − Lkixjpl + xjplLki − Ljkxipl + xiplLjk.
Hence, plugging in suitable choices for the symmetries Lij , this becomes
(xipj − xjpi)plxk − plxk(xipj − xjpi) + (xkpi − xipk)plxj − plxj(xkpi − xipk)
+ (xjpk − xkpj)plxi − plxi(xjpk − xkpj)− (pjxi − pixj)xkpl + xkpl(pjxi − pixj)
− (pixk − pkxi)xjpl + xjpl(pixk − pkxi)− (pkxj − pjxk)xipl + xipl(pkxj − pjxk).
One observes that all terms vanish due to the commutativity of x1, . . . , xN and p1, . . . , pN respec-
tively.
For the final relation, using the definitions (2.4) we have
Lij(Lkl −Ckl) + Lki(Ljl − Cjl) + Ljk(Lil − Cil)
= Lij(xkpl − pkxl) + Lki(xjpl − pjxl) + Ljk(xipl − pixl)
= (Lijxk + Lkixj + Ljkxi)pl − (Lijpk + Lkipj + Ljkpi)xl ,
which vanishes by Lemma 2.4.
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2.3 Examples
Example 2.1. As a first example, we consider N mutually commuting variables x1, . . . , xN ,
doubling as operators acting on functions by left multiplication with the respective variable and
pj being just the derivative ∂/∂xj for j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. In this case, obviously p1, . . . , pN mutually
commute and the operators of interest are
∆ =
N∑
i=1
∂2
∂x2i
, |x|2 =
N∑
i=1
x2i , H = −
1
2
∆ +
1
2
|x|2,
which satisfy
1
2
[∆, xi] =
∂
∂xi
= pi,
1
2
[|x|2, pi] = −xi.
By Theorem 2.3, we have the following symmetries:
Lij = xi
∂
∂xj
− xj ∂
∂xi
, Cij = δij =
{
1 if i = j
0 if i 6= j.
While Cij is a scalar for every i, j, the Lij symmetries are the standard angular momentum operators
whose symmetry algebra is the Lie algebra so(N):
[Lij , Lkl] = Lilδjk + Ljkδil + Lkiδlj + Lljδik.
This is in accordance with Theorem 2.5 as in this case evidently Cij = Cji.
Note that ∆ and |x|2 are also invariant under O(N), the group of orthogonal transformations
on RN , but these transformations are not contained in the algebra A.
Example 2.2. A more intriguing example is given by a generalization of partial derivatives to
differential-difference operators associated with a Coxeter or Weyl group W . Let R be a (reduced)
root system and k a multiplicity function which is invariant under the natural action of the Weyl
group W consisting of all reflections associated with R,
σα(x) = x− 2〈x, α〉α/‖α‖2 , α ∈ R,x ∈ RN .
For ξ ∈ RN , the Dunkl operator [11,25] is defined as
Dξf(x) := ∂
∂ξ
f(x) +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)
f(x) − f(σα(x))
〈α, x〉 〈α, ξ〉,
where the summation is taken over all roots in R+, a fixed positive subsystem of R. For a fixed root
system and function k, the Dunkl operators associated with any two vectors commute, see [11].
Hence, they form potential candidates for the operators p1, . . . , pN satisfying condition (1.6). The
operator of interest is the Laplace–Dunkl operator ∆k, which can be written as
∆k =
N∑
i=1
(Dξi)2
for any orthonormal basis {ξ1, . . . , ξN} of RN . For the orthonormal basis associated with the
coordinates x1, . . . , xN , we use the notation
Dif(x) := ∂
∂xi
f(x) +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)
f(x)− f(σα(x))
〈α, x〉 αi i ∈ {1, . . . , N} (2.10)
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where αi = 〈α, ξi〉.
For our purpose, let xj again stand for multiplication by the variable xj and take now pj = Dj for
j ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Besides condition (1.6), condition (1.7) is also satisfied (see, for instance, [11, 25]).
We note that the sl(2) relations in this context were already obtained by [16].
By Theorem 2.3, we have as symmetries, on the one hand, the Dunkl version of the angular
momentum operators
Lij = xiDj − xjDi.
On the other hand, the symmetries
Cij = [Di, xj ] = δij +
∑
α∈R+
2k(α)αiαjσα
consist of linear combinations of the reflections in the Weyl group, with coefficients determined by
the multiplicity function k and the roots of the root system. This is of course in agreement with
∆k being W -invariant [25]. The Weyl group is a subgroup of O(N), and in this case the algebra A
does contain these reflections in W .
Note that indeed Cij = Cji, in accordance with relation (2.1). Theorem 2.5 now yields the
Dunkl version of the angular momentum algebra:
[Lij, Lkl] = LilCjk + LjkCil + LkiClj + LljCki
= Lilδjk + Ljkδil + Lkiδlj + Lljδki +
∑
α∈R+
2k(α)
(
Lilαjαk + Ljkαiαl + Lkiαlαj + Lljαkαi
)
σα.
This relation states the interaction of the Lij symmetries among one another. The interaction
between the symmetries Ckl is governed by the group multiplication of the Weyl group, while the
relations for the symmetries Lij and Ckl follow immediately from the action of a reflection σα ∈W
on the coordinate variables and the Dunkl operators:
σα ξ = σα(ξ)σα, σαDξ = Dσα(ξ) σα (ξ ∈ RN ) .
Let {ξ1, . . . , ξN} denote the orthonormal basis associated with the coordinates x1, . . . , xN , then
σαLij = Lσα(ξi)σα(ξj)σα,
where for ξ, η ∈ RN we define
Lξη = 〈x, ξ〉Dη − 〈x, η〉Dξ =
∑
k,l
〈ξ, ξk〉〈η, ξl〉Lkl .
This allows us to interchange any two symmetries of the form Lij and Ckl.
These results have been considered before, namely for the specific case W = (Z2)
3 in [15], and
for W = SN , and also for arbitrary Coxeter group, in [14]. Furthermore, relation (2.9) has been
obtained already in the Dunkl case, and dubbed “the crossing relation” [14].
3 Symmetries of Dirac operators
We now turn to a closely related operator of the generalized Laplace operator considered in the
preceding section, namely the Dirac operator. For an operator of the form (1.8), one can construct
a “square root” by introducing a set of elements e1, . . . , eN which commute with xi and pi for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , N} and which satisfy the following relations
{ei, ej} = eiej + ejei = ǫ 2δij , (3.1)
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where ǫ = ±1, or thus for i 6= j
(ei)
2 = ǫ = ±1, eiej + ejei = 0.
We use these elements to define the following two operators
D =
N∑
i=1
eipi, x =
N∑
i=1
eixi,
whose squares equal
D2 = ǫ
N∑
i=1
(pi)
2 = ǫ∆, x2 = ǫ
N∑
i=1
(xi)
2 = ǫ|x|2,
by means of the anticommutation relations (3.1) of e1, . . . , eN and condition (1.6). For the classical
case where pi is the ith partial derivative, the operator D is the standard Dirac operator.
The elements e1, . . . , eN in fact generate what is known as a Clifford algebra [24], which we will
denote as C = Cℓ(RN ). A general element in this algebra is a linear combination of products of
e1, . . . , eN . The standard convention is to denote, for instance, e1e2e3 simply as e123. Hereto, we
introduce the concept of a “list” for use as index of Clifford numbers.
Definition 3.1. We define a list to indicate a finite sequence of distinct elements of a given set,
in our case the set {1, . . . , N}. For a list A = a1 · · · an of {1, . . . , N} with 0 ≤ n ≤ N , we will use
the notation
eA = ea1ea2 · · · ean . (3.2)
Remark 3.2. Note that in a list the order matters as the Clifford generators e1, . . . , eN anticom-
mute. Moreover, duplicate elements would cancel out as they square to ǫ = ±1, so we consider only
lists containing distinct elements. For a set A = {a1, . . . , an} ⊂ {1, . . . , N}, the notation eA stands
for ea1ea2 · · · ean with a1 < a2 < · · · < an.
The collection {eA | A ⊂ {1, . . . , N}} forms a basis of the Clifford algebra C, where for the
empty set we put e∅ = 1.
Remark 3.3. In general, the square of each individual element ei (i ∈ {1, . . . , N}) can indepen-
dently be chosen equal to either +1 or −1. This corresponds to an underlying space with arbitrary
signature defined by the specified signs. The original Dirac operator was constructed as a square
root of the wave operator by means of the gamma or Dirac matrices which form a matrix realization
of the Clifford algebra for N = 4 with Minkowski signature.
To simplify notations in the following, we have chosen the square of all ei (i ∈ {1, . . . , N}) to
be equal to ǫ which can be either +1 or −1. One can generalize all results to arbitrary signature by
making the appropriate substitutions.
In order to consider symmetries of the generalized Dirac operator (1.9) we will work in the
tensor product A ⊗ C with the algebra A as defined in Definition 2.1. To avoid overloading on
notations, we will omit the tensor symbol ⊗ when writing down elements of A⊗C and use regular
product notation. In this notation, e1, . . . , eN indeed commute with xi and pi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
Akin to the realization of the Lie algebra sl(2) in the algebra A given by Theorem 2.2, we have
something comparable in this case.
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Theorem 3.4. The algebra A ⊗ C contains a copy of the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) generated by
the (odd) elements D and x satisfying the relations
{x, x} = ǫ 2|x|2 {D,D} = ǫ 2∆ {x,D} = ǫ 2E[|x|2, x] = 0 [|x|2,D] = −2D [E, x] = x
[∆, x] = 2x [∆,D] = 0 [E,D] = −D
and containing as an even subalgebra the Lie algebra sl(2) in the algebra A given by Theorem 2.2
with relations [
E,
|x|2
2
]
= |x|2
[
E,−∆
2
]
= −∆
[ |x|2
2
,−∆
2
]
= E.
Proof. The relations follow by straightforward computations. By means of the anticommutation
relations (3.1), one finds that
{x,D} =
N∑
i=1
xiei
N∑
j=1
pjej +
N∑
j=1
pjej
N∑
i=1
xiei
=
N∑
i=1
ǫ(xipi + pixi) +
∑
1≤i<j≤N
(xipj − pjxi − xjpi + pixj)eiej .
Looking back at (2.2), the first summation is precisely ǫ 2E, while the second summation vanishes
by relation (2.1). Moreover, by relation (2.1) we have
[E,D] =
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
[{pi, xi}, pj ]ej = 1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
{pi, [xi, pj ]}ej
=
1
2
N∑
i=1
N∑
j=1
{pi, [xj , pi]}ej = −1
2
N∑
j=1
[ N∑
i=1
p2i , xj
]
ej = −D,
and in the same manner, [E, x] = x.
3.1 Symmetries
We wish to determine symmetries in the algebra A⊗ C for the Dirac operator D which are linear
in both x1, . . . , xN and p1, . . . , pN . Given the Lie superalgebra framework, it is natural to consider
operators which either commute or anticommute with D. Indeed, the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2)
has both a Scasimir and a Casimir element in its universal enveloping algebra [1]. The Scasimir
operator
S = 1
2
([D,x]− ǫ) ∈ U(osp(1|2)) ⊂ A⊗ C, (3.3)
anticommutes with odd elements and commutes with even elements. In the classical case, the
Scasimir operator is up to a constant term equal to the angular Dirac operator Γ, i.e. D restricted
to the sphere. The Scasimir S is a symmetry which is linear in both x1, . . . , xN and p1, . . . , xN and
we will get back to it before the end of this subsection. Finally, the square of the Scasimir element
yields the Casimir element C = S2, which commutes with all elements of osp(1|2).
Note that another symmetry is obtained by means of the anticommutation relations (3.1) of
the Clifford algebra. The so-called pseudo-scalar e1 · · · eN is easily seen to commute with D for N
odd and anticommute with D for N even.
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The Dirac operator is defined such that it squares to the Laplace operator, D2 = ǫ∆. This
allows us to readily make use of the properties of ∆ by means of the following straightforward
relations. For an operator Z, we have that
[D, {D,Z}] = D(DZ + ZD)− (DZ + ZD)D = [D2, Z] (3.4)
and
{D, [D,Z]} = D(DZ − ZD) + (DZ − ZD)D = [D2, Z] . (3.5)
A direct consequence of these relations is that every symmetry of the Laplace operator ∆ yields
symmetries of the Dirac operator D.
Proposition 3.5. If Z commutes with ∆ and D2 = ǫ∆, then the operator {D,Z} commutes with
D, while the operator [D,Z] anticommutes with D.
Letting Z be one of the symmetries of Theorem 2.3, we indeed obtain symmetries of D, but
they are not of the same order in x1, . . . , xN as in p1, . . . , pN . These symmetries are in fact
combinations of the obvious symmetries p1, . . . , pN and symmetries which are linear in x1, . . . , xN
and in p1, . . . , pN . We set forth to determine the latter explicitly. Hereto, a first observation is that
the elements of the Clifford algebra also commute with the Laplace operator, by definition as it is
a scalar (non-Clifford) operator. For A a list of distinct elements of {1, . . . , N}, we have
D(DeA ± eAD)∓ (DeA ± eAD)D =
[
D2, eA
]
= 0.
The explicit expression of these operators follows from the anticommutation relations (3.1) as
eAD = eA
N∑
l=1
plel = (−1)|A|−1
∑
a∈A
paeaeA + (−1)|A|
∑
a/∈A
paeaeA, (3.6)
with |A| denoting the number of elements of the list A, so
DeA − (−1)|A|eAD =
∑
a∈A
2paeaeA and DeA + (−1)|A|eAD =
∑
a/∈A
2paeaeA, (3.7)
where (here and throughout the paper) the summation index a /∈ A is meant to run over all elements
of {1, . . . , N} \ A. Note that for a list of one element A = i, we have Dei + eiD = ǫ2pi. With this
information, relations (3.4) and (3.5) now also lend themselves to the construction of more intricate
symmetries of both D and x.
Theorem 3.6. In the algebra A⊗ C, for i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, the operator
Oi =
ǫ
2
([D,xi]− ei) = ǫ
2
([pi, x]− ei) = ǫ
2
(
N∑
l=1
elCli − ei
)
(3.8)
anticommutes with D and x.
Proof. The equalities in (3.8) follow immediately from relation (2.1), that is, Cij = [pi, xj ] =
[pj , xi] = Cji. By direct computation, using (3.5) and the anticommutation relations (3.1), we have
{D,Oi} = ǫ
2
{D, [D,xi]} − ǫ1
2
{D, ei} = 1
2
[∆, xi]− pi = 0.
In the same manner, one finds that Oi =
ǫ
2 ([pi, x]− ei) anticommutes with x.
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The symmetries Oi with one index i ∈ {1, . . . , N} defined in (3.8) can be generalized to sym-
metries with multiple indices. Hereto, we define the operators
DA =
∑
a∈A
paea and xA =
∑
a∈A
xaea, (3.9)
for A a subset of {1, . . . , N}, and by extension for A a list of {1, . . . , N} as the order does not
matter in the summation. By means of the operators (3.9), we state the following result.
Theorem 3.7. In the algebra A⊗ C, for A a list of distinct elements of {1, . . . , N}, the operator
OA =
1
2
(
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA
)
(3.10)
=
1
2
(
eADA x− xDAeA − ǫeA
)
(3.11)
=
1
2
(
− ǫ+
∑
j∈A
∑
i/∈A\{j}
Cijeiej −
∑
{i,j}⊂A
2Lijeiej
)
eA (3.12)
satisfies
DOA = (−1)|A|OAD and xOA = (−1)|A|OAx.
Proof. We first show the equivalence of the three expressions (3.10) and (3.12). Starting from
(3.10), up to a factor 1/2, and using Cij = Cji, we have
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA =
N∑
l=1
plel
∑
a∈A
xaeaeA − eA
∑
a∈A
xaea
N∑
l=1
plel − ǫeA
=
∑
a∈A
(
ǫ(paxa − xapa)eA +
∑
l∈A\{a}
(plxa + xapl)eleaeA +
∑
l /∈A
(plxa − xapl)eleaeA
)
− ǫeA
=
∑
a∈A
(
ǫ(paxa − xapa)eA +
∑
l∈A\{a}
(paxl + xlpa)eaeleA +
∑
l /∈A
(paxl − xlpa)eleaeA
)
− ǫeA
= eA
∑
a∈A
paea
N∑
l=1
xlel −
N∑
l=1
xlel
∑
a∈A
paeaeA − ǫeA = eADA x− xDAeA − ǫeA.
Again starting from (3.10), up to a factor 1/2, we have
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA = −ǫeA +
N∑
l=1
plel
∑
a∈A
xaeaeA − eA
∑
a∈A
xaea
N∑
l=1
plel
=
(
− ǫ+
N∑
l=1
plel
∑
a∈A
xaea −
∑
a∈A
xaea
∑
l∈A
plel +
∑
a∈A
xaea
∑
l /∈A
plel
)
eA
=
(
− ǫ+ ǫ
∑
a∈A
(paxa − xapa) +
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
(plxa + xapl)elea +
∑
a∈A
∑
l /∈A
(plxa − xapl)elea
)
eA
=
(
− ǫ+
∑
a∈A
∑
l /∈A\{a}
Claelea +
∑
{a,l}⊂A
((plxa + xapl)elea + (paxl + xlpa)eael)
)
eA
which equals (3.12), up to a factor 1/2, when using Lij = xipj − xjpi = pjxi − pixj and Cij = Cji.
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Now for the proof itself, the case where A is the empty set is trivial, as O∅ = −ǫ/2 obviously
commutes with D and x. For A a singleton the result is given by Theorem 3.6, so let now |A| ≥ 2.
Using xAeA = (−1)|A|−1eAxA and (3.6), we have
DOA − (−1)|A|OAD = 1
2
D
(
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA
)− (−1)|A| 1
2
(
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA
)
D
=
1
2
(
D2 xAeA − xAeAD2
)− ǫ
2
(
DeA − (−1)|A|eAD
)
=
ǫ
2
∑
a∈A
[∆, xa]eaeA − ǫ
∑
a∈A
paeaeA,
which vanishes because of condition (1.7). In the same manner, using now the form (3.11) for OA,
the expression xOA − (−1)|A|OAx vanishes.
Remark 3.8. Note that if the order of the list A is altered, OA changes but only in sign. Say π
is a permutation on the list A, we have OA = sign(π)Oπ(A), where sign(π) is positive for an even
permutation π and negative for an odd one. Hence, up to a sign all the symmetries of this form
are given by {OA | A ⊂ {1, . . . , N}} where the elements of A are in ascending order in accordance
with the standard order for natural numbers.
For the special case where A = {1, . . . , N}, the operator (3.10) is seen to correspond precisely
to the Scasimir element (3.3) of osp(1|2) multiplied by the pseudo-scalar
O1···N =
1
2
([D,x]− ǫ) e1 · · · eN .
For a list A of {1, . . . , N}, the operator OA either commutes or anticommutes with D and x.
The subsequent corollary is useful if one is interested solely in commuting symmetries.
Corollary 3.9. In the algebra A⊗ C, for A a list of distinct elements of {1, . . . , N}, we have[
D,OA
∏
i∈A
Oi
]
= 0 ,
[
x,OA
∏
i∈A
Oi
]
= 0 .
Note that the order of the product matters in general, but not for the result.
Proof. Follows immediately from Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7.
Expression (3.12) shows that the symmetries OA are constructed using the symmetries Cij and
Lij from the previous section, together with the Clifford algebra generators e1, . . . , eN . The factor
1/2 is chosen such that for a list of {1, . . . , N} consisting of just two distinct elements i and j,
the symmetry Oij corresponds to the generalized angular momentum symmetry Lij, up to additive
terms. Indeed, we have that
Oij = Lij − ǫ1
2
eiej + ǫ
1
2
∑
l 6=j
Clielej − ǫ1
2
∑
l 6=i
Cljelei.
This can be written more compactly by means of the explicit expression (3.8) for Oi as
Oij = Lij + ǫ
1
2
eiej +Oiej −Ojei (3.13)
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Together with the Clifford algebra generators e1, . . . , eN , the symmetries Oi with one index and
Oij with two indices in fact suffice to build up all other symmetries OA. Indeed, plugging in the
expression (3.8) for Oi, one easily verifies that
OA =
(
ǫ
|A| − 1
2
+ ǫ
∑
i∈A
Oiei −
∑
{i,j}⊂A
Lijeiej
)
eA (3.14)
reduces to (3.12). Using now the form (3.13) to substitute Lij , the operator OA can also be written
as
OA =
(
− ǫ(|A| − 1)(|A| − 2)
4
− ǫ(|A| − 2)
∑
i∈A
Oiei −
∑
{i,j}⊂A
Oijeiej
)
eA. (3.15)
Finally, the symmetries can also be constructed recursively. If we denote by A \ {a} the list
A with the element a omitted, and we define sign(A, a) such that sign(A, a)eA\{a}ea = eA, then it
follows that∑
a∈A
sign(A, a)OA\{a}ea =
∑
a∈A
(
ǫ
|A| − 2
2
+ ǫ
∑
i∈A\{a}
Oiei −
∑
{i,j}⊂A\{a}
Lijeiej
)
eA
=
(
ǫ|A| |A| − 2
2
+ ǫ(|A| − 1)
∑
i∈A
Oiei − (|A| − 2)
∑
{i,j}⊂A
Lijeiej
)
eA
= ǫ
|A| − 2
2
eA + ǫ
∑
i∈A
OieieA + (|A| − 2)OA.
Using this relation, Theorem 3.7 can also be proved by induction on the cardinality of A, starting
from |A| = 3.
3.2 Symmetry algebra
Before establishing the algebraic structure generated by the symmetries OA, we first introduce
some helpful relations with Clifford numbers. From the definition (3.8) of Oj , we have
{ei, Oj} = eiOj +Ojei = [pi, xj ]− δij .
The property [pi, xj ] = [pj, xi] then implies that {ei, Oj} = {ej , Oi}, or by a reordering of terms
Oiej −Ojei = eiOj − ejOi. This is in fact a special case of the following useful result.
Lemma 3.10. In the algebra A⊗ C, for A a list of distinct elements of {1, . . . , N}, we have∑
a∈A
OaeaeA = eA
∑
a∈A
eaOa.
Proof. The identity follows by direct calculation using the definition (3.8) of Oa and the commu-
tation relations of e1, . . . , eN :
∑
a∈A
OaeaeA =
∑
a∈A
ǫ
1
2
N∑
l=1
[pl, xa]eleaeA −
∑
a∈A
ǫ
1
2
eaeaeA
=
∑
a∈A
ǫ
1
2
∑
l∈A
[pl, xa]eAelea −
∑
a∈A
ǫ
1
2
∑
l /∈A
[pl, xa]eAelea −
∑
a∈A
1
2
eA
=
∑
a∈A
ǫ
1
2
∑
l∈A
[pa, xl]eAeael +
∑
a∈A
ǫ
1
2
∑
l /∈A
[pl, xa]eAeael −
∑
a∈A
ǫ
1
2
eAeaea = eA
∑
a∈A
eaOa.
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Note that by means of this lemma, the symmetry OA, in the form (3.14), can equivalently be
written with eA in front, that is
OA = eA
(
ǫ
|A| − 1
2
+ ǫ
∑
i∈A
eiOi −
∑
{i,j}⊂A
Lijeiej
)
.
3.2.1 Relations for symmetries with one or two indices
Next, we present some relations which hold for symmetries with one or two indices.
Theorem 3.11. In the algebra A⊗ C, for i, j, k ∈ {1, . . . , N} we have
[Oij , Ok] + [Ojk, Oi] + [Oki, Oj ] = 0.
Proof. If any of the indices are equal, the identity becomes trivial as Oij = −Oji. For distinct
i, j, k, we have by (3.8), (3.13) and using Oiej −Ojei = eiOj − ejOi
[Oij , Ok] + [Ojk, Oi] + [Oki, Oj ] = ǫ
1
2
N∑
l=1
el([Lij , Clk] + [Ljk, Cli] + [Lki, Clj ])
+ ǫ
1
2
([eiej , Ok] + [ejek, Oi] + [ekei, Oj ])
+ (Oiej −Ojei)Ok −Ok(eiOj − ejOi) + (Ojek −Okej)Oi
−Oi(ejOk − ekOj) + (Okei −Oiek)Oj −Oj(ekOi − eiOk).
The first line of the right-hand side vanishes by Theorem 2.5, while the second line does so by direct
calculation plugging in the definition of Oi and using Cij = Cji. Finally, the remaining terms of
the last two lines cancel out pairwise.
For the next result, we first write out the form (3.14) of OA for A a list of three elements, say
i, j, k which are all distinct:
Oijk = ǫeiejek +Oiejek −Ojeiek +Okeiej + Lijek − Likej + Ljkei. (3.16)
The commutation relations for symmetries with two indices are as follows.
Theorem 3.12. In the algebra A⊗ C, for i, j, k, l ∈ {1, . . . , N} the symmetries satisfy
[Oij , Okl] = (Oil + ǫ[Oi, Ol])δjk + (Ojk + ǫ[Oj , Ok])δil + (Oki + ǫ[Ok, Oi])δlj + (Olj + ǫ[Ol, Oj ])δki
+
1
2
({Oi, Ojkl} − {Oj , Oikl} − {Oijl, Ok}+ {Oijk, Ol}).
Proof. For the cases where i = j or k = l or {i, j} = {k, l}, both sides of the equation reduce to
zero, so from now on we assume that i 6= j and k 6= l and {i, j} 6= {k, l}. Plugging in (3.13), we
have
[Oij , Okl] =
[
Lij + ǫ
1
2
eiej +Oiej −Ojei, Lkl + ǫ1
2
ekel +Okel −Olek
]
= [Lij, Lkl] + [Lij, Okel −Olek] + [Oiej −Ojei, Lkl] + [Oiej −Ojei, Okel −Olek]
+
1
4
[eiej , ekel] + ǫ
1
2
[eiej , Okel] + ǫ
1
2
[eiej ,−Olek] + ǫ1
2
[Oiej , ekel] + ǫ
1
2
[−Ojei, ekel]
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By Theorem 2.5, and using {ei, Oj} = [pi, xj ]− δij , we have
[Lij , Lkl] = Lilδjk + Ljkδil + Lkiδlj + Lljδki
+ Lil{ej , Ok}+ Ljk{ei, Ol}+ Lki{el, Oj}+ Llj{ek, Oi}.
Using {ei, Oj} = {ej , Oi} = 12{ei, Oj}+ 12{ej , Oi}, the terms in the last line can be rewritten as
1
2
((Lilej + Lljei)Ok + (Ljkei + Lkiej)Ol + (Lljek + Ljkel)Oi + (Lkiel + Lilek)Oj)
+
1
2
((LjkOl + LljOk)ei + (LilOk + LkiOl)ej + (LljOi + LilOj)ek + (LkiOj + LjkOi)el).
Together with
[Lij , Okel −Olek] = [Lij , Ok]el − [Lij , Ol]ek = {Lijek, Ol} − {Lijel, Ok}
[Oiej −Ojei, Lkl] = [Oi, Lkl]ej − [Oj , Lkl]ei = {Lklej , Oi} − {Lklei, Oj},
we find that [Lij, Lkl] + [Lij , Okel −Olek] + [Oiej −Ojei, Lkl] equals
Lilδjk + Ljkδil + Lkiδlj + Lljδki
+
1
2
((Lilej + Lljei)Ok + {−Lijel, Ok}+ (Ljkei + Lkiej)Ol + {Lijek, Ol}
+ (Lljek + Ljkel)Oi + {Oi, Lklej}+ (Lkiel + Lilek)Oj + {Oj ,−Lklei})
+
1
2
((LjkOl + LljOk + [Lkl, Oj ])ei + (LilOk + LkiOl − [Lkl, Oi])ej
+ (LljOi + LilOj − [Lij , Ol])ek + (LkiOj + LjkOi + [Lij , Ok])el).
This simplifies to
Lilδjk + Ljkδil + Lkiδlj + Lljδki +
1
2
({Lilej + Lljei + Ljiel, Ok}
+ {Ljkei + Lkiej + Lijek, Ol}+ {Oi, Lljek + Ljkel + Lklej}+ {Oj , Lkiel + Lilek + Llkei}),
by means of
([Ljk, Ol] + [Llj, Ok] + [Lkl, Oj ])ei + ([Lil, Ok] + [Lki, Ol]− [Lkl, Oi])ej
+ ([Llj , Oi] + [Lil, Oj ]− [Lij , Ol])ek + ([Lki, Oj ] + [Ljk, Oi] + [Lij, Ok])el = 0,
which is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.5 after plugging in the definition (3.8) of Oi.
Now, the other terms appearing in [Oij , Okl] can be expanded as follows. First,
[eiej , ekel] = 2ǫ(δjkeiel − δilekej − δljeiek + δikelej).
Moreover, we have
[eiej , Okel] = eiejOkel −Okeleiej
= eiej{el, Ok} − eiejelOk +Okeielej −Ok(ǫ2δil)ej
= eiej{el, Ok} − eiejelOk −Okeiejel +Okei(ǫ2δjl)−Ok(ǫ2δil)ej .
As {ek, Ol} = {el, Ok}, after interchanging k and l in this result, subtraction yields the following
[eiej , Okel −Olek] = δjlǫ2Okei − δilǫ2Okej − δjkǫ2Olei + δikǫ2Olej + {eiejek, Ol} − {eiejel, Ok}.
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For the last term, [Oiej −Ojei, Okel −Olek], we use Lemma 3.10 to find
2[Oiej −Ojei, Okel −Olek] = 2(Oiej −Ojei)(ekOl − elOk)− 2(Okel −Olek)(eiOj − ejOi)
= (Okelej −Olekej)Oi +Oi(ejekOl − ejelOk)
+ (−Okelei +Olekei)Oj +Oj(−eiekOl + eielOk)
+ (−Oiejel +Ojeiel)Ok +Ok(−eleiOj + elejOi)
+ (Oiejek −Ojeiek)Ol +Ol(ekeiOj − ekejOi).
We first consider the case where one of i, j is equal to either k or l, for instance, say i = l:
(Okeiej −Oiekej)Oi +Oi(ejekOi − ejeiOk) + (−Okǫ+Oiekei)Oj +Oj(−eiekOi + ǫOk)
+ (−Oiejei +Ojǫ)Ok +Ok(−ǫOj + eiejOi) + (Oiejek −Ojeiek)Oi +Oi(ekeiOj − ekejOi)
= (Okeiej −Oiekej −Ojeiek +Oiejek −Ojeiek +Okeiej)Oi
+Oi(ejekOi − ejeiOk + ekeiOj + ekeiOj − ekejOi − ejeiOk) + ǫ2[Oj , Ok]
Using Lemma 3.10, this equals
(Okeiej −Oiekej −Ojeiek +Oiejek −Ojeiek +Okeiej)Oi
+Oi(Oiejek −Okejei +Ojekei +Ojekei −Oiekej −Okejei) + ǫ2[Oj , Ok]
= 2{Okeiej −Ojeiek +Oiejek, Oi}+ ǫ2[Oj , Ok].
Finally, when i, j, k, l are all distinct, 2[Oiej −Ojei, Okel −Olek] equals
(Okelej −Olekej)Oi +Oi(−ekejOl + elejOk + ekelOj − ekelOj)
+ (−Okelei +Olekei)Oj +Oj(ekeiOl − eleiOk + elekOi − elekOi)
+ (−Oiejel +Ojeiel)Ok +Ok(eielOj − ejelOi + ejeiOl − ejeiOl)
+ (Oiejek −Ojeiek)Ol +Ol(−eiekOj + ejekOi + eiejOk − eiejOk)
= (Okelej −Olekej −Ojelek)Oi +Oi(−Olekej +Okelej +Ojekel)
+ (−Okelei +Olekei −Oiekel)Oj +Oj(Olekei −Okelei +Oielek)
+ (−Oiejel +Ojeiel −Oleiej)Ok +Ok(Ojeiel −Oiejel +Olejei)
+ (Oiejek −Ojeiek −Okejei)Ol +Ol(−Ojeiek +Oiejek +Okeiej)
= {Okelej −Olekej +Ojekel, Oi}+ {Olekei −Okelei +Oielek, Oj}
+ {Ojeiel −Oiejel +Olejei, Ok}+ {Oiejek −Ojeiek +Okeiej , Ol}.
This boils down to [Oiej −Ojei, Okel −Olek] being equal to
ǫδjk[Oi, Ol] + ǫδil[Oj , Ok] + ǫδlj[Ok, Oi] + ǫδki[Ol, Oj ]
+
1
2
({Okelej −Olekej +Ojekel, Oi}+ {Olekei −Okelei +Oielek, Oj}
+ {Ojeiel −Oiejel +Olejei, Ok}+ {Oiejek −Ojeiek +Okeiej , Ol}).
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Hence, combining all of the above, we find
[Oij , Okl] = Lilδjk + Ljkδil + Lkiδlj + Lljδki +
1
2
({Lilej + Lljei + Ljiel, Ok}
+ {Ljkei + Lkiej + Lijek, Ol}+ {Lkiel + Lilek + Llkei, Oj}
+ {Lljek + Ljkel + Lklej , Oi}) + ǫ1
2
(δjkeiel − δilekej − δljeiek + δikelej)
+ ǫδjk[Oi, Ol] + ǫδil[Oj , Ok] + ǫδlj [Ok, Oi] + ǫδki[Ol, Oj ]
+
1
2
({Okelej −Olekej +Ojekel, Oi}+ {Olekei −Okelei +Oielek, Oj}
+ {Ojeiel −Oiejel +Olejei, Ok}+ {Oiejek −Ojeiek +Okeiej , Ol})
+ ǫ
1
2
(δjlǫ2Okei − δilǫ2Okej − {eiejel, Ok} − δjkǫ2Olei + δikǫ2Olej + {eiejek, Ol})
− ǫ1
2
(δljǫ2Oiek − δkjǫ2Oiel − {ekelej, Oi} − δliǫ2Ojek + δkiǫ2Ojel + {ekelei, Oj}).
Collecting the appropriate terms, we recognize all ingredients to make symmetries with three indices
(3.16) and we arrive at the desired result
[Oij , Okl] = (Oil + ǫ[Oi, Ol])δjk + (Ojk + ǫ[Oj , Ok])δil + (Oki + ǫ[Ok, Oi])δlj + (Olj + ǫ[Ol, Oj ])δki
+
1
2
({Oi, Ojkl} − {Oj , Oikl} − {Oijl, Ok}+ {Oijk, Ol}).
In summary, for i, j, k, l all distinct elements of {1, . . . , N} we have
[Oij , Oki] = Ojk + ǫ[Oj , Ok] + {Oijk, Oi}
[Oij , Okl] =
1
2
({Oi, Ojkl} − {Oj , Oikl} − {Oijl, Ok}+ {Oijk, Ol}).
3.2.2 Relations for symmetries with general index
Now, we are interested in relations for general symmetries with an arbitrary index list A, i.e.
OA =
1
2
(
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA
)
.
Before doing so, we make a slight detour clearing up some conventions and notations. An important
fact to take into account is the interaction of the appearing Clifford numbers with different lists as
index (recall Definition 3.1). For instance, if A and B denote two lists of {1, . . . , N}, the following
properties are readily shown to hold by direct computation:
eBeA = (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eAeB , (3.17)
and
(eA)
2 = ǫ|A|(−1) |A|
2−|A|
2 . (3.18)
The product eAeB in fact reduces (up to a sign) to contain only ei with i an index in the set
(A ∪B) \ (A ∩B), since all indices in A ∩B appear twice and cancel out (for these set operations
we disregard the order of the lists A and B and view them just as sets). The remaining indices
are what is called the symmetric difference of the sets A and B. We will denote this associative
operation by A△B = (A ∪B) \ (A ∩B) = (A \B) ∪ (B \A). When applied to two lists A and B,
we view them as sets and the resultant A△B is a set. Note that |A△B| = |A|+ |B| − 2|A ∩B|.
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When dealing with interactions between symmetries OA and OB for two lists A and B, products
of the kind eAeB are exactly what we encounter. Not wanting to overburden notations, but still
taking into account all resulting signs due to the anticommutation relations (3.1) if one were to
work out the reduction eAeB , we introduce the following notation
OA,B =
1
2
(
DxA△BeAeB − eAeBxA△BD − ǫeAeB
)
. (3.19)
Note that the order of A and B matters, as by (3.17) we have OA,B = (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|OB,A.
Moreover, up to a sign OA,B is equal to OA△B , where the elements of A△B are in ascending order
when used as a list, see Remark 3.2. Since the symmetric difference operation on sets is associative,
one easily extends this definition to an arbitrary number of lists, e.g.
OA,B,C =
1
2
(
DxA△B△CeAeBeC − eAeBeCxA△B△CD − ǫeAeBeC
)
.
As an example, if we consider the lists A = 234 and B = 31, then the set A△B contains the
elements 2, 4, 1 but not 3 as 3 appears in both A and B, so we have
O234,31 =
1
2
(
Dx{2,4,1}e234e31 − e234e31x{2,4,1}D − ǫe234e31
)
= − ǫ1
2
(
D (x2e2 + x4e4 + x1e1)e241 − e241(x2e2 + x4e4 + x1e1)D − ǫe241
)
= − ǫO241 = −ǫO124.
We elaborate on one final convention. If A and B denote two lists of {1, . . . , N}, then when
viewed as ordinary sets, the intersection A∩B contains all elements of A that also belong to B (or
equivalently, all elements of B that also belong to A). As a list appearing as index of a Clifford
number, we distinguish between A∩B and B ∩A in the sense that we understand the elements of
A ∩B to be in the sequential order of A, while those of B ∩A are in the sequential order of B. If
A = 124 and B = 231, then eA∩B = e12, while eB∩A = e21.
The framework where operators of the form (3.19) make their appearance is one where both
commutators and anticommutators are considered. Inspired by property (3.17), we define the
“supercommutators”
JOA, OBK− = OAOB − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|OBOA, (3.20)JOA, OBK+ = OAOB + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|OBOA. (3.21)
The algebraic relations we obtained in Theorem 3.12 can now be generalized to higher index ver-
sions. We start with a generalization of Theorem 3.11.
Theorem 3.13. In the algebra A⊗ C, for A a list of distinct elements of {1, . . . , N}, we have∑
a∈A
JOa, Oa,AK− = 0.
Note that Oa,A is up to a sign equal to OA\{a} since a ∈ A, where A \ {a} is the list A with the
element a removed.
Proof. By direct calculation and using (3.8), (3.14) and Lemma 3.10 to arrive at the second line
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we have
∑
a∈A
(OaOa,A − (−1)|A|−1Oa,AOa) = ǫ |A| − 2
2
(∑
a∈A
OaeaeA − (−1)|A|−1
∑
a∈A
eaeAOa
)
+ ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈A\{a}
OaeaeAebOb − (−1)|A|−1ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈A\{a}
ObebeaeAOa
+ ǫ
1
2
∑
a∈A
∑
{i,j}⊂A\{a}
∑
l /∈A\{a,i,j}
[Lij , Cla]eleiejeaeA + ǫ
1
2
∑
a∈A
∑
{i,j}⊂A\{a}
∑
l∈A\{a,i,j}
{Lij , Cla}eleiejeaeA
− ǫ1
2
∑
a∈A
∑
{i,j}⊂A\{a}
Lij(eaeiejeaeA − (−1)|A|−1eiejeaeAea).
As (−1)|A|−1eaeA = eAea for a ∈ A, the last line vanishes identically. Similarly, the first line of the
right-hand side vanishes by Lemma 3.10. Moreover, the second line then vanishes by interchanging
the summations. In the third line, we write the first two summations as one summation running
over all three-element subsets of A as follows
ǫ
1
2
∑
{a,i,j}⊂A
∑
l /∈A\{a,i,j}
([Lij , Cla] + [Lai, Clj ] + [Lja, Cli])eleiejeaeA,
which vanishes by Theorem 2.5. Finally, rewriting the four summations in the fourth line as one
summation over all four-element subsets of A, one sees that all terms in this summation cancel out
using Cij = Cji and Lij = −Lji.
Using Theorem 3.13 for the list A = ijkl yields
{Oi, Ojkl} − {Oj , Oikl}+ {Ok, Oijl} − {Ol, Oijk} = 0.
By means of this identity, the relation of Theorem 3.12 for four distinct indices can be cast also in
two other formats:
JOij , OklK− = [Oij , Okl] = {Oi, Ojkl} − {Oj , Oikl} = −{Oijl, Ok}+ {Oijk, Ol}. (3.22)
The results of Theorem 3.12 are actually special cases of two different more general relations.
By means of the following three theorems and the supercommutators (3.20)–(3.21), one is able to
swap two symmetry operators OA and OB for A,B arbitrary lists of {1, . . . , N}. Moreover, the
supercommutators reduce to explicit expressions in terms of the symmetries and supercommutators
containing (at least) one symmetry with just one index. First, we generalize (3.22) to arbitrary
disjoint lists.
Theorem 3.14. In the algebra A⊗ C, for two lists of {1, . . . , N}, denoted by A and B, such that
A ∩B = ∅ as sets, we have JOA, OBK− = ǫ∑
a∈A
JOa, Oa,A,BK− .
Note that in this case a△A△B = (A \ {a}) ∪B. Moreover, following a similar strategy (or
using Theorem 3.13) one also obtains
JOA, OBK− = ǫ∑
b∈B
JOA,B,b, ObK− .
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Proof. A practical property for this proof and the following ones is (3.7). By definition, plugging
in (3.10), we find
JOA, OBK− = OAOB − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|OBOA
=
1
4
(
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA
)(
DxBeB − eBxBD − ǫeB
)
− (−1)|A||B| 1
4
(
DxBeB − eBxBD − ǫeB
)(
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA
)
.
First, note that for the terms of JOA, OBK− which do not contain D, we have
eAeB − (−1)|A||B|eBeA = 0.
For the terms with a single occurrence of D, we have (up to a factor −ǫ/4)
(DxAeA − eAxAD)eB − (−1)|A||B|eB(DxAeA − eAxAD)
− (−1)|A||B|(DxBeB − eBxBD)eA + eA(DxBeB − eBxBD)
=
∑
a∈A
(
DxaeaeAeB − xaeAeaDeB − (−1)|A||B|eBDxaeaeA + (−1)|A||B|eBeAeaxaD
)
− (−1)|A||B|DxBeBeA + (−1)|A||B|eBxBDeA + eADxBeB − eAeBxBD
=
∑
a∈A
(
DxaeaeAeB − (−1)|A|−1xaDeAeaeB − (−1)|A||B|+|A|−1eBeaeADxa + eAeBeaxaD
)
+ (−1)|A|−1
∑
a∈A
xa
∑
l∈A\{a}
2pleleAeaeB − (−1)|A||B|
∑
a∈A
eB
∑
l∈A\{a}
2pleleaeAxa
−DxBeAeB + (−1)|A||B|+|A|eBxBeAD + (−1)|A|D eA xBeB − eAeBxBD
+ (−1)|A||B|eBxB
∑
a∈A
2paeaeA − (−1)|A|
∑
a∈A
2paeaeAxBeB
=
∑
a∈A
(
DxaeaeAeB − xaDeaeAeB − (−1)|B|+|A|−1eaeAeBDxa + (−1)|A|+|B|−1eaeAeBxaD
)
+ (−1)|A|+|B|−1
∑
a∈A
eaeAeB
∑
l∈A\{a}
xlelǫ(D ea + eaD) +
∑
a∈A
ǫ(D ea + eaD)
∑
l∈A\{a}
elxleaeAeB
+
∑
a∈A
(−1)|B|+|A|−1eaeAeBxBǫ(D ea + eaD) +
∑
a∈A
ǫ(D ea + eaD)xBeaeAeB
=
∑
a∈A
(
DxaeaeAeB − xaDeaeAeB − (−1)|B|+|A|−1eaeAeBDxa + (−1)|A|+|B|−1eaeAeBxaD
+ ǫ(−1)|A|+|B|−1eaeAeBxa△A△BD ea − ǫeaeaeAeBxa△A△BD
− ǫ(−1)|A|+|B|−1Dxa△A△BeaeAeBea + ǫeaDxa△A△BeaeAeB ,
where we made use of (3.7), {D, ea} = ǫ2pa and xa△A△B = xA\{a} + xB for a ∈ A and A ∩B = ∅.
Next, we work out the terms of JOA, OBK− containing two occurrences of D, that is,(
DxAeA − eAxAD
)(
DxBeB − eBxBD
)− (−1)|A||B|(DxBeB − eBxBD)(DxAeA − eAxAD).
For the terms having DD in the middle, we readily find
− eAxADDxBeB + (−1)|A||B|eBxBDDxAeA
= −
∑
a∈A
(
eAxaeaDDxBeB − (−1)|A||B|eBxBDDxaeaeA
)
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= −
∑
a∈A
(
xaDDxBeaeAeB − (−1)|A|−1+|B|eaeAeBxBDDxa
)
= −
∑
a∈A
(
xaDDxa△A△BeaeAeB − (−1)|A|−1+|B|eaeAeBxa△A△BDDxa
)
,
since ∑
a∈A
(
xaDDxa△AeaeAeB − (−1)|A|−1+|B|eaeAeBxa△ADDxa
)
=
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
xaDDxleleaeAeB −
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
xlDDxaeaeleAeB
= 0.
Similarly, we have
−DxAeAeBxBD + (−1)|A||B|DxBeBeAxAD
= −
∑
a∈A
(
DxaeaeAeBxBD − (−1)|A||B|DxBeBeAxaeaD
)
= −
∑
a∈A
(
DxaeaeAeBxa△A△BD − (−1)|A|−1+|B|Dxa△A△BeaeAeBxaD
)
.
Finally, we manipulate the remaining terms as follows
DxAeADxBeB + eAxADeBxBD − (−1)|A||B|DxBeBDxAeA − (−1)|A||B|eBxBDeAxAD
=
∑
a∈A
(
DxaeaeADxBeB + eAxaeaDeBxBD − (−1)|A||B|(DxBeBDxaeaeA + eBxBDeAxaeaD)
)
=
∑
a∈A
(
(−1)|A|−1DxaD eaeAxBeB + (−1)|A|−1xaDeAeaeBxBD
− (−1)|A||B|+|A|−1DxBeBeaeADxa − (−1)|A||B|+|A|−1eBxBeAeaDxaD
)
+
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
(− (−1)|A|−1Dxa2pleleaeAxBeB − (−1)|A|−1xa2pleleAeaeBxBD
− (−1)|A||B|DxBeB2pleleaeAxa − (−1)|A||B|eBxB2pleleAeaxaD
)
=
∑
a∈A
(
DxaDxa△A△BeaeAeB + xaDeaeAeBxa△A△BD
− (−1)|B|+|A|−1Dxa△A△BeaeAeBDxa − (−1)|A|−1+|B|eaeAeBxa△A△BDxaD
)
.
In the last step, we used the following (and a similar result for the other two terms)∑
a∈A
DxaD
∑
l∈A\{a}
xleleaeAeB − (−1)|B|+|A|−1
∑
a∈A
D
∑
l∈A\{a}
xleleaeAeBDxa
=
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
DxaDxleleaeAeB +
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
DxlD eleaeAeBxa
−
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
Dxl
∑
b∈A\{a,l}∪B
2pbebeleaeAeBxa
= −
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
Dxl
∑
b∈A\{a,l}
2pbebeleaeAeBxa −
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
Dxl
∑
b∈B
2pbebeleaeAeBxa
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= −
∑
{a,l,b}⊂A
2D (xlpbxa − xapbxl + xbpaxl − xbplxa + xaplxb − xlpaxb)ebeleaeAeB
−
∑
{a,l}⊂A
∑
b∈B
2D (xlpbxa − xapbxl)ebeleaeAeB
= −
∑
{a,l}⊂A
∑
b∈B
2D (xl(pbxa − xapb)− xa(pbxl − xlpb))ebeleaeAeB
= −
∑
{a,l}⊂A
∑
b∈B
2D (xl(paxb − xbpa)− xa(plxb − xbpl))ebeleaeAeB
= −
∑
{a,l}⊂A
∑
b∈B
2D (xlpa − xapl)xbebeleaeAeB −
∑
{a,l}⊂A
∑
b∈B
xb(xapl − xlpa)ebeleaeAeB
=
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
Dxa2plxBeleaeAeB −
∑
a∈A
∑
l∈A\{a}
DxB2plxaeleaeAeB .
To arrive at this result, we made use of property (3.7), Lemma 2.4, the commutativity of x1, . . . , xN
and Cij = Cji.
Putting everything together and comparing with∑
a∈A
JOa, Oa,A,BK− =∑
a∈A
ǫ
4
(
(Dxa − xaD − ea)(Dxa△A△BeaeAeB − eaeAeBxa△A△BD − ǫeaeAeB)
− (−1)|A|+|B|−1 ǫ
4
(Dxa△A△BeaeAeB − eaeAeBxa△A△BD − ǫeaeAeB)(Dxa − xaD − ea)
)
,
the proof is completed.
Theorem 3.15. In the algebra A⊗ C, for two lists of {1, . . . , N}, denoted by A and B, such that
A ⊂ B as sets, we have JOA, OBK− = ǫ∑
a∈A
JOa, Oa,A,BK− .
Note that in this case a△A△B = {a} ∪ (B \ A).
Proof. To prove this result, one is not limited to just the form (3.10) for OA and OB as we did
in the proof of Theorem 3.14. One may also use, for instance, the form (3.14), and employ a
strategy similar to the one used in the proof of Theorem 3.12. A proof in this style can be found
in Appendix A.
Theorem 3.16. In the algebra A⊗ C, for two lists of {1, . . . , N}, denoted by A and B, we have
JOA, OBK+ = ǫOA,B + (eA∩B)2JOA,(A∩B), O(A∩B),BK+ + (eA∩B)2JOA∩B, O(A∩B),A,BK+.
Note that A△B = (A \B) ∪ (B \ A), while A△(A ∩B) = A \B and (A ∩B)△B = B \A, and
finally (A ∩B)△A△B = A ∪B.
Proof. Because of its length and as it employs a similar strategy as used already in the proof of
Theorem 3.14, we have moved the proof of this result to Appendix A.
Corollary 3.17. In the algebra A⊗ C, for two lists of {1, . . . , N}, denoted by A and B, we have
JOA, OBK+ = ǫOA,B + (eA∩B)22OA,(A∩B)O(A∩B),B + (eA∩B)22OA∩BO(A∩B),A,B
− ǫ(eA∩B)2
∑
a∈A\B
JOa, O(A∩B),BK− − ǫ(eA∩B)2 ∑
a∈A∩B
JOa, O(A∩B),A,BK− .
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Proof. Note first that JOA, OBK− + JOA, OBK+ = 2OAOB . Now, combine Theorem 3.16 with
Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 3.15, using (A \B) ∩ (B \ A) = ∅ and (A ∩B) ⊂ (A ∪B).
By means of Theorem 3.14, Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 3.16 (or thus Corollary 3.17), we can
swap any two operators OA and OB where A or B is not a list of just one element. We briefly
explain the need for three such theorems. Theorem 3.16 yields an empty identity in two cases, when
A ∩ B = ∅ or when either A or B is contained in the other as sets. For example, say A ∩ B = ∅,
then we have
JOA, OBK+ = ǫOA,B + (eA∩B)2JOA,(A∩B), O(A∩B),BK+ + (eA∩B)2JOA∩B, O(A∩B),A,BK+
= ǫOA,B + JOA, OBK+ +O∅OA,B +OA,BO∅
= JOA, OBK+ ,
as e∅ = 1 and O∅ = −ǫ/2. For these cases, we can resort to Theorem 3.14 or Theorem 3.15.
However, if A is a list of a single element a, Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 3.15 are empty identities:
JOA, OBK− = ǫ∑
a∈A
JOa, Oa,A,BK− = ǫJOa, Oa,a,BK− = JOa, OBK−,
but so is Theorem 3.16 as either a ∈ B or a∩B = ∅. Now, for the case a /∈ B Theorem 3.13 yields
OaOB = (−1)|B|OBOa − ǫ
∑
b∈B
JOb, Ob,a,BK− ,
while by definition we also have
OaOB = ±(−1)|B|−|a∩B|OBOa + JOa, OBK∓.
We see that all expressions involving supercommutators can be reduced to sums of supercom-
mutators containing (at least) one symmetry with just one index. In the following section, we
review again examples of specific realizations of the elements x1, . . . , xN and p1, . . . , pN of the alge-
bra A. For these examples, the one-index symmetries in particular take on an explicit form whose
interaction with other symmetries can be computed explicitly. This form depends on the makeup
of the symmetries Cij = [pi, xj] as Oi is given by (3.8).
4 Examples
We recall the two examples from the previous section.
Example 4.1. Let again ∆ be the classical Laplace operator, then
D =
N∑
i=1
eipi =
N∑
i=1
ei
∂
∂xi
is the classical Dirac operator. The osp(1|2) structure of Theorem 3.4 here was obtained already
in [17]. The commutator Cli in the definition (3.8) of Oi reduces to [pi, xj ] = δij , so
Oi = ǫ
1
2
(
N∑
l=1
elδli − ei
)
= ǫ
1
2
(ei − ei) = 0.
Moreover, (3.13) then becomes
Oij = Lij + ǫ
1
2
eiej ,
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in accordance with results obtained in [9], while for a general subset A ⊂ {1, . . . , N} one has
OA =
(
ǫ
|A| − 1
2
−
∑
{i,j}⊂A
Lijeiej
)
eA.
Since [pi, xj ] = 0 for i 6= j, given a subset A ⊂ {1, . . . , N} the operators xA and DA as defined
by (3.9) in fact also generate a copy of the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) whose Scasimir element we
will denote by
SA = 1
2
([DA, xA]− ǫ) .
From (3.10), we see that in this case OA equals SAeA.
As in this case the one-index symmetries are identically zero, the algebraic relations simplify
accordingly. The symmetries with two indices generate a realization of the Lie algebra so(N), as
seen from the relations of Theorem 3.12. For general symmetries, Theorem 3.16 now yields
JOA, OBK+ = ǫOA,B + (eA∩B)22OA,(A∩B)O(A∩B),B + (eA∩B)22OA∩BO(A∩B),A,B ,
as by Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 3.15 JOA, OBK− = 0 for A ∩ B = ∅, or A ⊂ B, or B ⊂ A. This
corresponds to (a special case of) the higher rank Bannai–Ito algebra of [6], which strictly speaking
is not included in the results obtained there.
To conclude, we mention another group of symmetries of D and x which are not inside the
algebra A⊗C in this case, but which will also be useful for the next example. For a normed vector
α, its embedding in the Clifford algebra
α =
N∑
l=1
elαl
is an element of the so-called Pin group, which forms a double cover of the orthogonal group O(N).
These elements have the property that
α v = −wα,
where w = σα(v) = v − 2〈v, α〉α/‖α‖2 . Hence, if we define the operators Sα as follows
Sα =
N∑
l=1
elαlσα = ασα, (4.1)
then it is immediately clear that they satisfy the following properties
Sαv = −wSα, Sαf(x) = f(σα(x))Sα, (Sα)2 = ǫ.
where again w = σα(v) and f is a function or operator which does not interact with the Clifford
generators. By direct computation, one can show that the operator Sα anticommutes with the
Dirac operator. Moreover, the interaction of Sα and a symmetry operator OA is simply given
by the action of the reflection associated with α on the coordinate vectors corresponding to the
elements of A.
Example 4.2. We consider again the case where p1, . . . , pN are given by the Dunkl operators (2.10)
associated with a given root system R and with multiplicity function k. Here, the osp(1|2) structure
of Theorem 3.4 was obtained already in [7, 21].
The commutator in the definition (3.8) of Oi is then given by
Cij = [Di, xj ] = δij +
∑
α∈R+
2k(α)αiαjσα.
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The symmetries of the Dunkl Dirac operator
∑N
i=1Diei with one index thus become
Oi = ǫ
1
2

 N∑
l=1
elδli +
N∑
l=1
el
∑
α∈R+
2k(α)αlαiσα − ei

 = ǫ ∑
α∈R+
k(α)αi
N∑
l=1
elαlσα.
On the right-hand side we see the operators (4.1) appear for the roots α ∈ R+. By direct com-
putation, one can show that for a root α, the operator Sα anticommutes with the Dirac–Dunkl
operator. The one-index symmetry Oi thus consists of linear combinations of the operators (4.1)
determined by the root system and by the multiplicity function k
Oi = ǫ
∑
α∈R+
k(α)αiSα.
Higher-index symmetries OA contain the Dunkl angular momentum operators, appended with the
anticommuting symmetries Sα for α ∈ R+. For instance, if A = {i, j} we have
Oij = xiDj − xjDi + ǫ1
2
eiej +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)(eiαj − ejαi)Sα.
The algebraic relations of Theorem 3.14 and Theorem 3.15 can now be worked out explicitly as
the action of the one-index symmetries is given by the reflections associated with the roots of the
root system.
Example 4.2.1. For the root system with Weyl group W = (Z2)
N , our results are in accordance
with what was already obtained in [5, 6]. Here, the Dunkl operators (2.10) are given by
Di = ∂
∂xi
+
µi
xi
(1− ri) i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
where ri is the reflection operator in the xi = 0 hyperplane and µi is the value of the multiplicity
function on the conjugacy class of ri. The one-index symmetry (3.8) in this case reduces to
Oi = ǫ
∑
α∈R+
k(α)αiSα = ǫµiriei.
Here, we also have [pi, xj ] = 0 for i 6= j, so for a given subset A ⊂ {1, . . . , N} the operators xA and
DA as defined by (3.9) generate a copy of the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2) with the Scasimir element
SA = 1
2
([DA, xA]− ǫ) .
From (3.10), we see that in this case OA equals SAeA. The relation with the symmetries denoted
by ΓA in [6] is
ΓA = SA
∏
i∈A
ri = SA
∏
i∈A
1
µi
Oiei = SAeA
∏
i∈A
1
µi
Oi = OA
∏
i∈A
1
µi
Oi,
where the product over i ∈ A is taken according to the order of A. The operator ΓA commutes with
the Dunkl Dirac operator by Corollary 3.9. The algebraic structure generated by the operators ΓA
and corresponding to the relations of Theorem 3.16 is the higher rank Bannai–Ito algebra of [6].
For the case N = 3, see [5, 15], this is the regular Bannai–Ito algebra [27].
Example 4.2.2. For the root system of type AN−1, with positive subsystem given, for instance,
by
R+ =
{ 1√
2
(ξi − ξj)
∣∣∣ 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N}
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where {ξ1, . . . , ξN} is an orthonormal basis of RN , the associated Weyl group is the symmetric
group SN of permutations on N elements. All permutations in SN are conjugate so the multiplicity
function k(α) has the same value for all roots, which we will denote by κ. The Dunkl operators (2.10)
are then given by
Di = ∂
∂xi
+ κ
∑
j 6=i
1− gij
xi − xj i ∈ {1, . . . , N}
where gij denotes the reflection corresponding to the root 1/
√
2(ξi − ξj). The related operator of
the form (4.1) will be denoted as
Gij =
1√
2
(ei − ej)gij = −Gji.
In this case, the commutator [pi, xj ] does not reduce to zero for i 6= j. It is given by
[Di, xj ] =


1 + κ
∑
l 6=i
gil if i = j
−κgij if i 6= j
and the one-index symmetry (3.8) becomes
Oi = ǫ
∑
α∈R+
k(α)αiSα = ǫκ
∑
1≤l<i
−1√
2
Gli + ǫκ
∑
i<l≤N
1√
2
Gil =
ǫκ√
2
N∑
l=1
Gil,
where Gii = 0, while for the symmetry (3.13) we have
Oij = xiDj − xjDi + ǫ1
2
eiej +
ǫκ√
2
N∑
l=1
(eiGjl − ejGil).
The relations for two-index symmetries of Theorem 3.12 are
[Oij , Okl] =
κ√
2
(
(Olij −Olik)(Gjk) + (Okji −Okjl)(Gil) + (Oikl −Oikj)(Glj) + (Ojlk −Ojli)(Gki)
)
for four distinct indices, and when l = i we have
[Oij , Oki] = Ojk +
κ√
2
2Oijk(Gij −Gki) + κ√
2
∑
a6=i,j,k
(Oijk −Oajk)Gia + κ
2
2
N∑
a=1
N∑
b=1
[Gja, Gkb].
5 Summary and outlook
The replacement of ordinary derivatives by Dunkl derivatives Di in the expressions of the Laplace
and the Dirac operator in N dimensions gives rise to the Laplace–Dunkl ∆ and Dirac–Dunkl
operator D. This paper was devoted to the study of the symmetry algebras of these two operators,
i.e., to the algebraic relations satisfied by the operators commuting or anticommuting with ∆ or
D.
In the case of Dunkl derivatives, the underlying object is the reflection group G acting in N -
dimensional space, characterized by a reduced root system. The Dunkl derivatives themselves then
consist of an ordinary derivative plus a number of difference operators depending on this reflection
group. So it can be expected that the reflection group G plays an essential role in the structure of
the symmetry algebra.
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One of the leading examples was for N = 3 and G = Z32. Even for this quite simple reflection
group, the study of the symmetry algebras was already non-trivial, and led to the celebrated
Bannai–Ito algebra [5, 15]. Following this, the second case where the symmetry algebra could be
determined was for general N and G = ZN2 [6], leading to a “higher rank Bannai–Ito algebra,” of
which the structure is already highly non-trivial.
The question that naturally arises is whether the symmetry algebras of the Laplace–Dunkl
and Dirac–Dunkl operators for other reflection groups G can still be determined, and what their
structure is. We considered it as a challenge to study this problem. Originally, we were hoping to
solve the problem for the case G = SN , which would already be a significant breakthrough. Herein,
SN is the symmetric group acting on the coordinates xi by permuting the indices; as a reflection
group it is associated with the root system of type AN−1.
Our initial attempts and computations for the case G = SN were not promising, and the
situation looked extremely complicated, particularly because the explicit actions of the Dunkl
derivatives Di are already very complex. Fortunately, at that moment we followed the advice “if
you cannot solve the problem, generalize it.” So we went back to the general case, with arbitrary
reflection group G, and no longer focused on the explicit actions of the Dunkl derivatives Di, but
on the algebraic relations among the coordinate operators xi and the Di. Then we realized that we
could still jump one level higher in the generalization, and just work with coordinate operators xi
and “momentum operators” pi in the framework of a Wigner quantum system, by identifying the pi
with Di. As a consequence, we could forget about the actual meaning of the Dunkl derivatives, and
just work and perform our computations in the associative algebra A (Definition 2.1). This general
or “more abstract” setting enabled us to determine the elements (anti)commuting with ∆ or D, and
to construct the algebraic relations satisfied by these elements. The resulting symmetry algebra,
obtained in the paper, is still quite complicated. But we managed to determine it (for general
G), going far beyond our initial goal. For the general Laplace–Dunkl operator, the symmetries
and the symmetry algebra are described in Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.5. For the general Dirac–
Dunkl operator, the symmetries are determined in Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7. The relations
for these symmetries (i.e., the symmetry algebra) are established in Section 3.2, and follow from
Theorems 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16.
The results of this paper open the way to several new investigations. In particular, one could
now go back to the interesting case G = SN , starting with N = 3 [8], and investigate how the
symmetry algebra specializes. One of the purposes is to study representations of the symmetry
algebra in that case, since this leads to null solutions of the Dirac operator. As in the case of
G = ZN2 [5, 15], one can expect that interesting families of orthogonal polynomials should arise.
Furthermore, note that for the case of G = Z32 a superintegrable model on the two-sphere was
obtained [4]. It is definitely worthwhile to investigate possible superintegrable systems for other
groups G.
In a different direction, one can examine whether the context of Wigner quantum systems, as
used here for rational Dunkl operators, is still of use for other types of operators. Possible examples
are trigonometric Dunkl operators, or the Dunkl operators appearing in discrete function theory.
Finally, it is known that solutions of Wigner quantum systems with a Hamiltonian of type (1.1)
can be described in terms of unitary representations of the Lie superalgebra osp(1|2N) [26, 28].
The action and restriction of the coordinate operators xi and the Dunkl operators Di in these
representations should be studied further.
A Appendix
This appendix contains the proofs of Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 3.16, which were omitted from
the main text due to their length.
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Proof of Theorem 3.15. We systematically go over every term appearing in JOA, OBK−, using now
the form (3.14) for OA and OB , that is,uv(ǫ |A| − 1
2
+ ǫ
∑
a∈A
Oaea −
∑
{i,j}⊂A
Lijeiej
)
eA,
(
ǫ
|B| − 1
2
+ ǫ
∑
b∈B
Obeb −
∑
{k,l}⊂B
Lklekel
)
eB
}~
−
.
Starting with the terms which contain no Oi or Lij, we have using property (3.17) and A ⊂ B
|A| − 1
2
|B| − 1
2
(eAeB − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eBeA) = |A| − 1
2
|B| − 1
2
(eAeB − eAeB) = 0.
Next, using property (3.17) and Lemma 3.10 we havet
eA,
∑
b∈B
ObebeB
|
−
=
∑
b∈B
eAeBebOb − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|
∑
b∈B
ObebeBeA
=
∑
b∈B
eAeBebOb −
∑
b∈B
ObebeAeB
=
∑
b∈A
eAeBebOb +
∑
b∈B\A
eAeBebOb −
∑
b∈B\A
eAeBebOb −
∑
b∈A
ObebeAeB
=
∑
b∈A
eAeBebOb −
∑
b∈A
ObebeAeB ,
while t∑
a∈A
OaeaeA, eB
|
−
=
∑
a∈A
OaeaeAeB − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|
∑
a∈A
eBeAeaOa
=
∑
a∈A
OaeaeAeB −
∑
a∈A
eAeBeaOa.
Hence, we have
|A| − 1
2
t
eA,
∑
b∈B
ObebeB
|
−
+
|B| − 1
2
t∑
a∈A
OaeaeA, eB
|
−
=
|B| − 1− (|A| − 1)
2
(∑
a∈A
OaeaeAeB −
∑
a∈A
eAeBeaOa
)
=
|B| − |A|+ 1− 1
2
∑
a∈A
(
OaeaeAeB − (−1)|B|−|A|eaeAeBOa
)
=
∑
a∈A
r
Oa,
|B| − |A|+ 1− 1
2
eaeAeB
z
−
.
For the next part, using the notation A′ = A \ {a}, we findt∑
a∈A
OaeaeA,
∑
b∈B
ObebeB
|
−
=
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈B
(OaeaeAeBebOb − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|ObebeBeAeaOa)
=
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈B
(OaeaeAeBebOb −ObebeAeBeaOa)
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=
∑
a∈A
s
Oa,
∑
b∈B\A′
ObebeaeAeB
{
−
+
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈A′
OaeaeAeBebOb −
∑
a∈A
∑
b∈A′
ObebeAeBeaOa.
One easily sees that the summations in the last line cancel out.
Now, for the parts containing “Lij-terms,” we haveuv ∑
{i,j}⊂A
LijeiejeA, eB
}~
−
=
∑
{i,j}⊂A
Lij
(
eiejeAeB − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eBeiejeA
)
= 0,
as, using property (3.17) and A ⊂ B,
(−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eBeiejeA = (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|+|A\{i,j}||B|−|(A\{i,j})∩B|eiejeAeB
= eiejeAeB .
Moreover, using Lemma 3.10 and property (3.17) while denoting A′ = A \ {a}, we haves
ǫ
∑
a∈A
OaeaeA,−
∑
{k,l}⊂B
LklekeleB
{
−
= − ǫ
∑
a∈A
Oa
∑
{k,l}⊂B\A′
LklekeleaeAeB + ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
{k,l}⊂B\A′
LklekeleAeBeaOa
− ǫ
∑
a∈A
Oa
∑
{k,l}⊂A′
LklekeleaeAeB + ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
{k,l}⊂A′
LklekeleAeBeaOa
+ ǫ
∑
a∈A
Oa
∑
k∈A′
∑
l∈B\A′
LklekeleaeAeB + ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
k∈A′
∑
l∈B\A′
LklekeleAeBeaOa
= − ǫ
∑
a∈A
s
Oa,
∑
{k,l}⊂B\A′
LklekeleaeAeB
{
−
− ǫ
∑
a∈A
Oa
∑
{k,l}⊂A′
LklekeleaeAeB + (−1)|B|−|A|ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
{k,l}⊂A′
LklekeleaeAeBOa (A.1)
+ ǫ
∑
a∈A
Oa
∑
k∈A′
∑
l∈B\A′
LklekeleaeAeB + (−1)|B|−|A|ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
k∈A′
∑
l∈B\A′
LklekeleaeAeBOa. (A.2)
We see that the final part to make ǫ
∑
a∈AJOa, Oa△A△BK− appears here. To complete the proof, we
show that the last two lines, (A.1) and (A.2), cancel out with the remaining terms of JOA, OBK−.
Hereto, we use Lemma 3.10, to find (denoting again A′ = A \ {a})s
−
∑
{i,j}⊂A
LijeiejeA, ǫ
∑
b∈B
ObebeB
{
−
= − ǫ
∑
{i,j}⊂A
LijeiejeAeB
∑
a∈A\{i,j}
eaOa + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|ǫ
∑
{i,j}⊂A
∑
a∈A\{i,j}
OaLijeaeiejeBeA
− ǫ
∑
{i,j}⊂A
LijeiejeAeB
∑
b∈B\(A\{i,j})
ebOb + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|ǫ
∑
{i,j}⊂A
∑
b∈B\(A\{i,j})
ObLijebeiejeBeA
= − (−1)|B|−|A|ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
{i,j}⊂A′
LijeiejeaeAeBOa + ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
{i,j}⊂A′
OaLijeiejeaeAeB
− ǫ
∑
{i,j}⊂A
Lij
∑
b∈B\(A\{i,j})
ObebeiejeAeB + ǫ
∑
{i,j}⊂A
∑
b∈B\(A\{i,j})
ObLijebeiejeAeB
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= ǫ
∑
a∈A
Oa
∑
{i,j}⊂A′
LijeiejeaeAeB − (−1)|B|−|A|ǫ
∑
a∈A
∑
{i,j}⊂A′
LijeiejeaeAeBOa
− ǫ
∑
{i,j}⊂A
∑
b∈B\(A\{i,j})
[Lij, Ob]ebeiejeAeB . (A.3)
This already causes (A.1) to vanish, so (A.2) and (A.3) remain.
Next, we look at∑
{i,j}⊂A
∑
{k,l}⊂B
LijLkleiejeAekeleB − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|LklLijekeleBeiejeA. (A.4)
According to the sign of
(−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|ekeleBeiejeA = (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|+|A\{i,j}||B\{k,l}|−|(A\{i,j})∩(B\{k,l})|eiejeAekeleB
= (−1)|A∩B|−|(A\{i,j})∩(B\{k,l})|eiejeAekeleB ,
the summation (A.4) reduces to a combination of commutators and anticommutators involving Lij
and Lkl. We first treat the anticommutators
−
∑
k∈A
∑
{i,j}⊂A\{k}
∑
l∈B\A
{Lij , Lkl}eiejekeleAeB
−
∑
i∈A
∑
{j,k}⊂A\{i}
ǫ({Lik, Lji}ekejeAeB + {Lij , Lki}ejekeAeB).
The last line reduces to∑
i∈A
∑
{j,k}⊂A\{i}
ǫ({Lik, Lji} − {Lij, Lki})ekejeAeB = 0,
while the first line vanishes by Theorem 2.5 as it can be rewritten as∑
{k,i,j}⊂A
∑
l∈B\A
({Lij , Lkl}eiejekeleAeB + {Lkj, Lil}ekejeieleAeB + {Lik, Ljl}eiekejeleAeB)
=
∑
{k,i,j}⊂A
∑
l∈B\A
({Lij , Lkl}+ {Ljk, Lil}+ {Lki, Ljl})eiejekeleAeB .
Next, we treat the remaining terms of the summation (A.4) which reduce to four different
summations of commutators∑
{i,j}⊂A
∑
{k,l}⊂B\A
[Lij , Lkl]eiejekeleAeB +
∑
{i,j}⊂A
∑
{k,l}⊂(B∩A)\{i,j}
[Lij , Lkl]eiejekeleAeB
−
∑
i∈A
∑
j∈A\{i}
∑
l∈B\A
[Lij, Ljl]eiejejeleAeB +
∑
{i,j}⊂A
[Lij , Lij ]eiejeiejeAeB .
(A.5)
Note that while the last summation obviously vanishes, the second one does also as∑
{i,j}⊂A∩B
∑
{k,l}⊂(B∩A)\{i,j}
[Lij , Lkl]eiejekeleAeB
=
∑
{i,j,k,l}⊂A∩B
([Lij , Lkl] + [Lik, Llj ] + [Lil, Ljk] + [Ljk, Lil] + [Ljl, Lki] + [Lkl, Lij ])eiejekeleAeB .
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By Theorem 2.5 and using {ei, Oj} = [pi, xj ] − δij , the summand of the first summation of (A.5)
can be written as
Ljk{ei, Ol}ejekeieleAeB + Lil{ej , Ok}eielejekeAeB
Llj{ek, Oi}elejeiekeAeB + Lki{el, Oj}ekeiejeleAeB .
Using {ej , Ok} = {ek, Oj} and {ei, Ol} = {el, Oi}, each term is altered to one containing Ob where
b ∈ B \A. In this way, we find
ǫ(LjkOlejekeleAeB + LljOkelejekeAeB + LilOkeielekeAeB + LkiOlekeieleAeB)
+ LjkeiOlejekeieleAeB + LljeiOkelejeiekeAeB + LilejOkeielejekeAeB + LkiejOlekeiejeleAeB .
The summation, as in (A.5), of the first line reduces to
ǫ
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
l∈(B\A)\{k}
∑
i∈A\{j}
LjkOlejekeleAeB = ǫ(|A| − 1)
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
l∈(B\A)\{k}
LjkOlejekeleAeB ,
while, using Lemma 3.10 for the last line, we find
−
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
i∈A\{j}
∑
l∈(B\A)\{k}
LjkeiOleleiejekeAeB
=
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
i∈A\{j}
LjkeiOieieiejekeAeB +
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
i∈A\{j}
LjkeiOjejeiejekeAeB
−
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
i∈A\{j}
∑
l∈{i,j}∪(B\A)\{k}
LjkeieiejekeAeBelOl
= ǫ
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
i∈A\{j}
Ljkei(Oiej −Ojei)ekeAeB − ǫ
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
i∈A\{j}
LjkejekeAeBeiOi
− ǫ(|A| − 1)
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
l∈{j}∪(B\A)\{k}
LjkOlelejekeAeB
= − ǫ
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
i∈A\{j}
LjkeiejOiekeAeB − ǫ(−1)|B|−|A|
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
i∈A\{j}
LjkejekeieAeBOi
− ǫ(|A| − 1)
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
l∈(B\A)\{k}
LjkOlelejekeAeB .
In total, the first summation of (A.5) thus yields
− ǫ
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B\A
∑
i∈A\{j}
LjkeiejOiekeAeB − (−1)|B|−|A|ǫ
∑
j∈A
∑
k∈B
∑
i∈A\{j}
LjkejekeieAeBOi. (A.6)
The final result is obtained following essentially the same strategy as used in the proof of
Theorem 3.12 and Theorem 3.14, now applied to the third summation of (A.5):
− ǫ
∑
i∈A
∑
j∈A\{i}
∑
l∈B\A
[Lij , Ljl]eieleAeB .
By Theorem 2.5, and using {ei, Oj} = [pi, xj ]− δij , the summand of this can be written as
− ǫLileieleAeB − ǫLil{ej , Oj}eieleAeB + ǫLij{ej , Ol}eieleAeB − ǫLlj{ei, Oj}eieleAeB . (A.7)
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Here, the summation of the first term cancels out withuvǫ |A| − 1
2
eA,−
∑
{k,l}⊂B
LklekeleB
}~
−
= ǫ(|A| − 1)
∑
k∈A
∑
l∈B\A
LklekeleAeB ,
which, using property (3.17) and A ⊂ B, follows from
(−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|ekeleBeA = (−1)|A||B|−|A|+|A||B\{k,l}|−|A∩(B\{k,l})|eAekeleB
= (−1)|A|−|A∩(B\{k,l})|eAekeleB .
For the summation of the second and the fourth term of (A.7), using Oiej − Ojei = eiOj − ejOi,
we have
−
∑
i∈A
∑
j∈A\{i}
∑
l∈B\A
(ǫLilOjejei + LljOj)eleAeB − ǫ
∑
i∈A
∑
j∈A\{i}
∑
l∈B\A
(Lilej + Lljei)OjeieleAeB
= −
∑
{i,j}∈A
∑
l∈B\A
(ǫLilOjejei + LljOj + ǫLjlOieiej + LliOi)eleAeB
− ǫ
∑
{i,j}∈A
∑
l∈B\A
(Lilej + Lljei)(Ojei −Oiej)eleAeB .
= − ǫ
∑
{i,j}∈A
∑
l∈B\A
(LilOjejei − LljOieiej − LilejeiOj + LljeiejOi)eleAeB
= ǫ
∑
i∈A
∑
j∈A\{i}
∑
l∈B\A
Llj(Oieiej − eiejOi)eleAeB . (A.8)
When summed over l in B \ A, the third term of (A.7) yields, using Lemma 3.10,
− ǫ
∑
l∈B\A
LijejOleleieAeB + ǫ
∑
l∈B\A
LijOlelejeieAeB
= ǫLijejOieieieAeB − ǫ
∑
l∈B\A∪{i}
LijejeieAeBelOl
− ǫLijOieiejeieAeB − ǫLijOjejejeieAeB + ǫ
∑
l∈B\A∪{i,j}
LijejeieAeBelOl
= LijeiOjeAeB + (−1)|B|−|A|+1LijeieAeBOj.
Summing this over i in A and j in A \ {i} and combined with (A.2), (A.3), (A.6), and (A.8), one
observes that all terms cancel out.
Proof of Theorem 3.16. By definition, plugging in (3.10), the left-hand side expands to
JOA, OBK+ = OAOB + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|OBOA
=
1
4
(
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA
)(
DxBeB − eBxBD − ǫeB
)
+ (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|1
4
(
DxBeB − eBxBD − ǫeB
)(
DxAeA − eAxAD − ǫeA
)
.
The idea of the proof is now as follows. We split up xA and xB into xA = xA\B + xA∩B and
xB = xB\A + xA∩B . We then combine the appropriate terms to make xA△B = xA\B + xB\A and
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xA∪B = xA\B + xB\A + xA∩B, and in turn all terms that make up the right-hand side. In doing
so, we continually make use of the following facts: by property (3.18) we have (eA∩B)
4 = 1, hence,
(eA∩B)
2 is just a sign;
DeA − (−1)|A|eAD =
∑
a∈A
2paeaeA ;
and for integer n one has (−1)n = (−1)n2 and (−1)n(n+1) = 1.
For the terms of JOA, OBK+ which do not contain D, we have
1
4
eAeB + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|1
4
eBeA =
1
2
eAeB = −1
2
eAeB +
1
2
(eA∩B)
4eAeB +
1
2
(eA∩B)
4eAeB .
Next, for the terms of JOA, OBK+ containing two occurrences of D, we have(
DxAeA − eAxAD
)(
DxBeB − eBxBD
)
+ (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|(DxBeB − eBxBD)(DxAeA − eAxAD)
= DxAeADxBeB − eAxADDxBeB −DxAeAeBxBD + eAxADeBxBD
+ (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|(DxBeBDxAeA − eBxBDDxAeA −DxBeBeAxAD + eBxBDeAxAD).
We first look at the terms having DD in the middle:
− eAxADDxBeB − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eBxBDDxAeA
= − eA(xA\B + xA∩B)DD (xB\A + xA∩B)eB
− (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eB(xB\A + xA∩B)DD (xA\B + xA∩B)eA
= − (eA∩B)2
(
eAeA∩BxA\BDDxB\AeA∩BeB
− (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|+|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)eA∩BeBxB\ADDxA\BeAeA∩B
− (−1)1+|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−2|A∩B|+1)+|A∩B|−1eA∩BeAeBxA\BDDxA∩BeA∩B
− eA∩BxA∩BDDxB\AeA∩BeAeB − eA∩BxA∩BDDxA∩BeA∩BeAeB
− (−1)1+|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−2|A∩B|+1)+|A∩B|−1eA∩BeAeBxB\ADDxA∩BeA∩B
− eA∩BxA∩BDDxA\BeA∩BeAeB − (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−2|A∩B|)eA∩BeAeBxA∩BDDxA∩BeA∩B
)
= − (eA∩B)2
(
eAeA∩BxA\BDDxB\AeA∩BeB − eA∩BxA∩BDDxA∪BeA∩BeAeB
− (−1)(|A|−|A∩B|)(|B|−|A∩B|)eA∩BeBxB\ADDxA\BeAeA∩B
− (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−|A∩B|)−|A∩B|eA∩BeAeBxA∪BDDxA∩BeA∩B
)
.
In exactly the same manner, we have
DxAeAeBxBD + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|DxBeBeAxAD
= D (xA\B + xA∩B)eAeB(xB\A + xA∩B)D
+ (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|D (xB\A + xA∩B)eBeA(xA\B + xA∩B)D
= (eA∩B)
2
(
DxA\BeA(eA∩B)
2eBxB\AD − (−1)(|A|−|A∩B|)(|B|−|A∩B|)DxB\AeA∩BeBeAeA∩BxA\BD
−DxA∩B(eA∩B)2eAeBxA∪BD − (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−|A∩B|)−|A∩B|DxA∪BeA∩BeAeBeA∩BxA∩BD
)
Next, for the remaining terms with two occurrences of D, we first have
DxAeADxBeB + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|DxBeBDxAeA
= D (xA\B + xA∩B)eAD (xB\A + xA∩B)eB
+ (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|D (xB\A + xA∩B)eBD (xA\B + xA∩B)eA
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= (eA∩B)
2
(
DxA\BeAeA∩BDxB\AeA∩BeB
+ (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−|A∩B|−1)DxA\BeA∩BeAeBDxA∩BeA∩B
+DxA∩BeA∩BDxB\AeA∩BeAeB +DxA∩BeA∩BDxA∩BeA∩BeAeB
+ (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|+|A∩B|(|B|+|A|)DxB\AeA∩BeBDxA\BeAeA∩B
+ (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)DxB\AeA∩BeAeBDxA∩BeA∩B +DxA∩BeA∩BDxA\BeA∩BeAeB
+ (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)DxA∩BeA∩BeAeBDxA∩BeA∩B
)
−DxA\B
∑
l∈A∩B
2plelxB\AeAeB −DxA\B
∑
l∈B\A
2plelxA∩BeAeB −DxA∩B
∑
l∈A\B
2plelxB\AeAeB
+DxA∩B
∑
l∈A\B
2plelxA∩BeAeB −DxB\A
∑
l∈A∩B
2plelxA\BeAeB −DxB\A
∑
l∈A\B
2plelxA∩BeAeB
−DxA∩B
∑
l∈B\A
2plel xA\BeAeB −DxA∩B
∑
l∈A\B
2plel xA∩BeAeB
= (eA∩B)
2
(
DxA\BeAeA∩BDxB\AeA∩BeB +DxA∩BeA∩BDxA∪BeA∩BeAeB
+ (−1)(|A|−|A∩B|)(|B|−|A∩B|)DxB\AeA∩BeBDxA\BeAeA∩B
+ (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−|A∩B|)−|A∩B|DxA∪BeA∩BeAeBDxA∩BeA∩B
)
− 2D
∑
a∈A\B
∑
c∈A∩B
∑
b∈B\A
(− xa(pcxb − pbxc) + xc(paxb − pbxa) + xb(pcxa − paxc))eaebeceAeB
where the last line vanishes using Lij = xipj − xjpi = pjxi − pixj . Similarly one finds
eAxADeBxBD + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eBxBDeAxAD
= eA(xA\B + xA∩B)D eB(xB\A + xA∩B)D
+ (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eB(xB\A + xA∩B)D eA(xA\B + xA∩B)D
= (eA∩B)
2
(
eAeA∩BxA\BD eA∩BeBxB\AD + eA∩BxA∩BD eA∩BeAeBxA∪BD
+ (−1)(|A|−|A∩B|)(|B|−|A∩B|)eA∩BeBxB\AD eAeA∩BxA\BD
+ (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−|A∩B|)−|A∩B|eA∩BeAeBxA∪BD eA∩BxA∩BD
)
.
Finally, for the terms with a single occurrence of D, we have (up to a factor −ǫ)(
DxAeA − eAxAD
)
eB + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eB
(
DxAeA − eAxAD
)
+ eA
(
DxBeB − eBxBD
)
+ (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|(DxBeB − eBxBD)eA
= −DxA\BeAeB −DxB\AeAeB + eAeBxA\BD + eAeBxB\AD
+ (eA∩B)
2
(
DxA\BeA(eA∩B)
2eB + (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)DxA\BeA∩BeAeBeA∩B
+DxA∩B(eA∩B)
2eAeB − eAeA∩BxA\BDeA∩BeB − eA∩BxA∩BDeA∩BeAeB
+ (−1)|A||B|+|A∩B|(|B|+|A|−1)eA∩BeBDxA\BeAeA∩B + (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)eA∩BeAeBDxA∩BeA∩B
− (−1)|A||B|+|A∩B|(|B|+|A|−1)eA∩BeBeAeA∩BxA\BD − (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)eA∩BeAeBxA\BD eA∩B
− (eA∩B)2eAeBxA∩BD + eAeA∩BDxB\AeA∩BeB + eA∩BDxA∩BeA∩BeAeB
− eA(eA∩B)2eBxB\AD − (eA∩B)2eAeBxB\AD − (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)eA∩BeAeBeA∩BxA∩BD
+ (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)DxB\AeA∩BeAeBeA∩B + (−1)|A||B|+|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−1)DxB\AeA∩BeBeAeA∩B
+ (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)DxA∩BeA∩BeAeBeA∩B − (−1)|A||B|+|A∩B|(|B|+|A|−1)eA∩BeBxB\ADeAeA∩B
− (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)eA∩BeAeBxA∩BDeA∩B
)
,
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where, for instance, we made use of the following computation
− eAxA∩BDeB − (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eBxA∩BDeA
= − (eA∩B)2
(
(eA∩B)
2eAxA∩BDeB + (−1)|A||B|−|A∩B|eBxA∩BD(eA∩B)2eA
)
= − (eA∩B)2
(
(−1)|A|−|A∩B|eA∩BxA∩BeA∩BeADeB + (−1)|A||B|+|A∩B||A|eBxA∩BDeA∩BeAeA∩B
)
= − (eA∩B)2
(
eA∩BxA∩BDeA∩BeAeB + (−1)|A||B|+|A∩B||A|+|A|−|A∩B|eBxA∩BeA∩BeADeA∩B
− eA∩BxA∩B
∑
l∈A\B
2pleleA∩BeAeB + (−1)|A||B|+|A∩B||A|eBxA∩B
∑
l∈A\B
2pleleA∩BeAeA∩B
)
= (eA∩B)
2
(− eA∩BxA∩BDeA∩BeAeB − (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|)eA∩BeAeBxA∩BDeA∩B).
Putting everything together and comparing with
OA,B =
1
2
(
DxA△BeAeB − eAeBxA△BD − ǫeAeB
)
,
and
JOA,(A∩B), O(A∩B),BK+ = 14(DxA\BeAeA∩B − eAeA∩BxA\BD − ǫeAeA∩B)
× (DxB\AeA∩BeB − eA∩BeBxB\AD − ǫeA∩BeB)+ (−1)(|A|−|A∩B|)(|B|−|A∩B|) 14
× (DxB\AeA∩BeB − eA∩BeBxB\AD − ǫeA∩BeB)(DxA\BeAeA∩B − eAeA∩BxA\BD − ǫeAeA∩B),
and
JOA∩B , O(A∩B),A,BK+ = 14(DxA∩BeA∩B − eA∩BxA∩BD − ǫeA∩B)
× (DxA∪BeA∩BeAeB − eA∩BeAeBxA∪BD − ǫeA∩BeAeB)+ (−1)|A∩B|(|A|+|B|−|A∩B|)−|A∩B|14
× (DxA∪BeA∩BeAeB − eA∩BeAeBxA∪BD − ǫeA∩BeAeB)(DxA∩BeA∩B − eA∩BxA∩BD − ǫeA∩B),
the proof is completed.
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